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With the scaling of technology nodes, the speed performance of mi-
croprocessors has rapidly improved but the scaling of off-chip input/output
(I/O) bandwidth is limited by physical pin resources and interconnect tech-
nologies. In order to reduce the performance gaps, new interface techniques
have emerged and the marketplace has moved towards higher levels of inte-
gration with system on a chip (SoC) implementations. The advent of new
techniques, however, has led to new challenges on the semiconductor and au-
tomated test equipment (ATE) industries. The relatively slow growing ATE
technology comparing to I/O speeds especially intensifies manufacturing test
issues. Testing high speed I/O timing parameters requires expensive high per-
formance test equipment with high accuracy and resolution. The requirements
increase integrated circuit (IC) manufacturing costs and thus test issues have
become critical.
vii
This thesis focuses on on-chip test methods to improve test accuracy
and reduce test costs for high speed double data rate (DDR) memory I/Os
using source synchronous clocking. For testing the I/O timing parameters, a
phase interpolator based on-chip timing sampler using a cycle-by-cycle control
method was developed. This circuit generates data and clock patterns and
controls the time delay between data and clock to detect the timing mismatch
which indicates timing degradations. The on-chip timing sampler was imple-
mented as a built-in self test (BIST) circuit for low-cost parametric timing
measurements. The BIST scheme was fabricated with a 0.18-µm CMOS pro-
cess technology. Using the static and dynamic modes, measurement results
are obtained for the I/O timing parameters such as the setup and hold times,
input voltage-level variations tolerances, duty distortion tolerances and data
skews. Moreover, a delay mismatch measurement method was developed to
improve measurement accuracy using a simple control circuit. This delay mis-
match detector measures timing mismatches between data and clock paths
and then the timing mismatches are converted to timing specifications. This
scheme is also implemented along with analog to digital converter (ADC) to
collect digital test results supporting low-cost system-level tests. Thus, the
low-frequency test results show that our on-chip measurement techniques pro-
vide an attractive low-cost solution and are effectively applied for testing high
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With the scaling of technology nodes, the performance gap between
processor and memory has rapidly increased. As described in [43], while the
main target of processor fabrication lines is to make fast logics, memory fab-
rication lines focus on the characteristic of low leakage current. Moreover, the
separation of processor and memory manufacturers is causing a growing dis-
parity in performance. While microprocessor performance has been improving
at a rate of 60% per year, the access time to dynamic random access mem-
ory (DRAM) has been improving at less than 10% per year [50]. In order
to overcome the performance disparity, memory devices need to speed up the
memory clock or increase the bus width. However, speeding up the clock fre-
quency requires stringent timing constraints for systems. Increasing bus width
can be done at the expense of the pin count and I/O power [43]. In order to
decrease the requirements of large pin counts, memory interfaces need to op-
erate at higher data-rates. Thus, memory devices such as rambus dynamic
random access memory (RDRAM) [24, 30] and double data rate (DDR) syn-
chronous DRAM (SDRAM) [1] have been developed to improve the interface
bandwidth. In 2009 ITRS [63], the high speed interface trend in computing
and network applications was presented as shown in Figure 1.1. The per pin
1
data rate of DDR memory has been increasing rapidly and is expected to be
over 6 Gigabit per second (Gbps) by 2020. The increasing bandwidth brings
new challenges in design and testing industries. Especially, testing issues have
been increasingly critical because testing technologies do not grow as rapidly
as design technologies. Most previous work on memory test targeted testing
the core memory operations by using fault models as proposed in [53]. On
the other hand, this dissertation describes test techniques related to the less
studied area of memory interface timing to obtain low-cost parametric timing
measurement results.
Figure 1.1: High speed interface trend in computing and network applications
1.1 Background
This dissertation describes a source synchronous DDR memory inter-
face as an example for BIST applications. In order to tackle testing issues of
high speed source synchronous interfaces, we first introduce the basic structure
2
of source synchronous DDR interfaces. We then provide recent test architec-
ture trends to discuss motivations for our work.
1.1.1 High Speed Source Synchronous DDR Interface
As the high-bandwidth requirements of computer systems increase,
source synchronous parallel links using double data rate (DDR) signalling
(data is sent at both rising and falling edges of clock) have been developed.
The source synchronous DDR interfaces eliminate a clock recovery circuit and








system clock DLL or PLL
RX
 clock 
domain1  clock 
domain2
Figure 1.2: Source-synchronous interface structure
source synchronous interface structure. The data and the dedicated strobe
are transferred together from a transmitter (TX) to a receiver (RX), and the
RX captures the data using the sent strobe. This interface technique is de-
vised to reduce timing jitter between data and clock/strobe by sourcing the
strobe along with the data. A representative source synchronous device is
3
DDR SDRAM [23], and thus our work focuses on test issues for this memory
architecture.
1.1.2 Testing Issues of High Speed Memory Interfaces
According to the 2009 ITRS Roadmap [63] shown in Figure 1.3, the
per pin data rate of memory has been increasing rapidly and is expected to
be over 6 Gbps by 2020. DDR2 [1], DDR3 [2] and DDR4 [23] interfaces have
Figure 1.3: Memory I/O data rate [2009 ITRS]
been developed to satisfy the increasing data rate requirements of memory.
The trend in data rates has made it challenging to measure memory interface
timing parameters with high accuracy. As the memory speed has reached over
1 Gigabit per second (Gbps), any small timing mismatches between data and
strobe need to be considered to satisfy timing specifications [10]. Because of the
requirements of high resolution and high accuracy, testing the high-speed DDR
4
interface timings has become challenging. Moreover, a conventional automated












Figure 1.4: Global clock I/O timing and block diagram
The conventional ATE has been implemented to test global clock inter-
faces, which are available for below 100 Mbps data rate. Figure 1.4 shows the
structure and timing for the global clocking scheme where a system clock is
used for driving and sampling data both at the driver and the receiver. Testers
for the global clocking interfaces do not need to synchronize data between de-
vice under test (DUT) and tester. Thus, the conventional ATE simply provides
drivers and comparators. On the other hand, for testing source synchronous
interfaces, a strobe-clock needs to be implemented on ATE to synchronize data
between DUT and ATE.
To help understandings in the requirements for testing source syn-
chronous interfaces, read and write interface timings for memory devices are
illustrated in Figure 1.5 where CLK, DQ and DQS indicate an external clock,
data and data-strobe, respectively. As can be seen in Figure 1.5, during a write
to the memory device, the DQS and CLK must be center-aligned with respect











(b) Memory read timing
Figure 1.5: Memory write and read interface timing
DQ for the memory read operation. Therefore, for testing the memory write
timing, ATE needs to generate different phases for DQ and DQS/CLK. For the
phase alignments, the clock used to capture DQ is a 90 degree phase-offset with
respect to the clock used to capture DQS/CLK. For testing the memory read
timing, the requirements of ATE are more challenging because of the strobe-
clock implementation with high resolution and accuracy. Moreover, the strobe
of ATE needs to capture and synchronize the non-deterministic DQ and DQS
timings coming from the DUT. As the memory speed increases, uncertainties
aggravate the non-deterministic data problem due to:
• Clock/data jitter
• Power supply noise
• Channel noise: inter-symbol interference (ISI)
• Crosstalk
• Device and layout mismatches: random process variations or systematic
layout mismatches.
6
These issues increase the requirements of high edge placement accuracy
(EPA) and high resolution for testers [11]. Therefore, test costs and develop-
ment time for high performance ATE drastically increase. In the next section,
we discuss the recent trends of test architectures to deal with these issues.
1.1.3 Test Architecture Trends
Traditionally, as shown in Figure 1.6, the basic test structure consists of
ATE, DUT and an electrical connector (probe card). Testing at multi-gigabit
 User and network interface
           tester control
  Measurement





Figure 1.6: Conventional test structure
per second (multiGbps) requires high performance ATE and also high transfer
data rates between ATE and DUT [3, 21, 64]. Thus, the interfacing channels
should have a good signal integrity, which increases test costs. The test cost
has become a large percentage of the total production cost, and thus a new test
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paradigm is needed to obtain both high quality and low cost [4, 40, 66]. More-
over, the speed and improvement of ATE can not catch up with the increasing
speed of device. Therefore, recently, design-for-test (DFT) or built-in-self test
(BIST) methods have been developed to overcome a bandwidth limitation
between DUT and ATE [28, 57]. As shown in Figure 1.7, the DFT/BIST
modules are combined with the existing low-cost testers, hence overall test
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Figure 1.7: Tester combined with DFT/BIST
chip or on-chip method. The crucial goal is to reduce test time and cost while
the test quality remains.
1.1.4 Motivations for On-Chip Timing Test
The built-off test circuits interfacing between ATE and DUT improve
test quality, and reduce a development time and test costs for ATE. On the
other hand, off-chip test methods still have constraints for testing high-speed
signals as follows:
8


































Figure 1.8: Issues for testing high-speed I/O signals over 1 Gbps
• Measurement error due to signal integrity issue
• Timing jitter of the off-chip strobe signal
• AC I/O pin level distortion
• Test time and cost issues for high volume production
• Time-to-market issue
Figure 1.8 shows an example explaining the issues of off-chip test methods for
testing high-speed I/O signals over 1 Gbps. A typical test-setup consists of test
equipment (for measurement, stimulus and test signal processing), test head,
pin electronics card and DUT. The device signals are transmitted through the
tester channels from the DUT I/O pins to the tester. The tester measures the
9
timing performance of the signals. During the signal transfer, signal degrada-
tions such as duty-ratio distortion, slew-rate change and amplitude distortion
occur due to the following signal integrity issues:
• Inter-symbol interference
• Channel impedance mismatches
• Channel loading mismatches
• Board trace length mismatches among parallel I/O pins
• Crosstalk among parallel I/O pins
• Heavy capacitance loadings because of relay-switching - components for
an alternative connection used in probe card
For source-synchronous DDR memory systems operating at over 1 Gbps,
uncertainties due to the off-chip test environments increase timing jitter and
thus significantly increase the measurement error. As can be seen in Figure 1.8,
as the data rate increases and the data bit period decreases, the portion of
timing jitter increases and thus the valid window increasingly decreases. For
the worse case, if the data bit period is 0.5 ns, the eye opening is reduced
and the valid window is narrower. For this case, it is very challenging to find
the valid window period of the device signals using the strobe of ATE. Thus,
timing jitter due to ATE should be minimized, which is very hard. To over-
come these issues, calibration techniques are implemented and an expensive
10
Membrane probe card ($40 ∼ $80 per pin) has been used [22, 47]. However,
these resources drastically increase test time and costs.
Additionally, AC I/O pin level distortions affect input timing parame-
ters for memory devices. Figure 1.9 shows an example of VIL and VIH input-








Figure 1.9: I/O pin level distortions (from ATE to DUT)
level distortions, where VIL and VIH indicate input pin levels [26]. Interface
circuits in memory devices are designed and optimized to meet the AC I/O
input-level specifications which are defined in JEDEC [23]. However, it is chal-
lenging for ATE to transmit the test signals with the exact AC input-level to
the DUT. Due to the heavy capacitive loadings, a signal swing is degraded
and a duty-cycle distortion occurs. Thus, the signal distortions of test inputs
significantly degrade the setup and hold times for memory devices. To avoid
test inaccuracy and provide an optimum pin level to the DUT, the ATE should
calibrate the I/O pin levels. These additional test flows increase test time and
costs to validate the timing between data and data strobe.
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The most critical issue is that the uncertainties of testers are not the
same as the real operations in computer systems. In reality, memory con-
trollers still calibrate the memory device signals to optimize the performance
even though ATE determines the devices as ‘PASS’. We need to improve test
quality and reduce measurement errors using high-end ATE to increase yields.
However, putting a lot of off-chip resources for testing high-speed signals is
not very effective. Therefore, an embedded test method has been a promising
solution in terms of overall device costs, test costs and yields. An on-chip test
method for testing source synchronous memory I/Os reduces the complexity
of ATE for the following reasons:
• A complicated circuit and an expensive probe card for high-speed clock
are not required
• Additional strobe-clock generations are not required
• Complicated tester timing is not needed
• The bandwidth demand between ATE and DUT is minimized
• High-speed I/O pins at probe are not required
• Higher levels of parallel test is enabled (shorter test times), which is good
for high volume production
Additionally, if testing high-speed I/Os using on-chip test methods can
be fully performed at wafer probe, time-to-market can be reduced. Generally,
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testing at wafer probe is performed to sort a known good die as early as pos-
sible, and to achieve high yields at package tests. On-chip test circuits enable
all functional tests to be done at wafer probe, and thus we can achieve a higher
yield at package test and reduce time-to-market. Furthermore, recently, sys-
tem on a chip (SoC) designs are scaling and test equipment/tooling costs are
increasing. Thus, the silicon area on-chip measurement circuits take up is be-
coming insignificant. Therefore, on-chip measurement circuits have been pre-
ferred. Next, we introduce our on-chip methods for testing high-speed DDR
memory I/O timings. An embedded test method reduces the pin-count at
probe and increases the multi-site test efficiency, and thus reduces test times.
Also, the method minimizes the bandwidth demand between ATE and DUT
and thus reduces the complexity of tester. Moreover, it enables at-speed test-
ing without at-speed ATE. In general, testing high-speed mix-signals has been
performed at package-level, not at wafer probe [45]. Assembly techniques are
not sufficiently accurate, and thus at-speed testing for analog/mixed signals
at wafer probe still has many challenges. Figure 1.10 illustrates an IC man-
ufacturing process. Using an on-chip measurement methods, all functional
tests could be done at wafer probe, and we can achieve a higher package yield
and reduce time-to-market. As the technology nodes scale and SOC designs
scale-up, a 1 ∼ 2% silicon overhead because of the embedded test circuits is






















Figure 1.10: IC manufacturing process
1.2 Area of Focus
The discrepancies between the test environment and the realistic sys-
tem operations cause measurement inaccuracy. Since connections through a
50-ohm coaxial cable between ATE and DUT for testing are required, the
additional jitter due to cables causes signal distortions such as amplitude
degradation and impedance discontinuities. Moreover, the heavy I/O chan-
nel loadings at wafer probe test exacerbate the limitations of ATE. Thus, we
have to postpone high speed I/O testing to the package-level, which increases
the time-to-market.
To set the context of test challenges, as an example application, this
dissertation presents a DDR memory architecture with a representative high-
14
speed parallel interface. Figure 1.11 shows the simplified diagram of DDR
SDRAM, which consists of a memory core, input/output circuitry, and a clock
generator. The focus of our research has been developing test methodologies
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Figure 1.11: Simplified diagram of DDR memory architecture
For testing input/output circuitry, it is important to measure timing
margin between transmitter and receiver. The timing margin is the tolerable
margin of error and is defined between data and clock signal positions. In the
eye diagram of Figure 1.12, the timing margin is ideally equal to the bit period,
but is reduced due to various noise sources such as data jitter, clock jitter, and
channel noise [37]. As data rates increase, the bit period become smaller but
both channel-related and circuit-related noise sources increase. These issues
cause ‘close eye’, and make the measurement of timing margin more chal-






Figure 1.12: Eye diagram
exacerbate test accuracies. The increasing uncertain noise sources degrade
test accuracies and thus drop yield and increase time-to-market. Therefore,
we need test methods with higher accuracy for high speed parallel I/O timing
test.
1.3 Primary Contributions
This dissertation investigates on-chip techniques for testing high-speed
source synchronous parallel I/O timing parameters. The main contributions
of this work are listed below.
1.3.1 On-Chip Timing Sampler with High Resolution and Low Area
Overhead
This dissertation describes two on-chip timing sampler techniques to
detect the time delay between data and strobe signals. The one method is a
phase interpolator based on-chip timing sampler. This circuit generates the
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new strobe from the data and strobe signal edges and then controls the edge
of the new strobe using a cycle-by-cycle control method. The new strobe for
sampling signals keeps shifting at every clock cycle until the time delay is de-
tected. Using this scheme, the test is completed in one test sequence. Since
the new strobe is generated with a relative timing relationship between data
and strobe, the common jitter is canceled and thus this scheme is little af-
fected by the timing jitter. Another method presented is a delay line based
timing sampler. This scheme improves testability and observability because
it is a fully digital timing generator. Using a simple delay line, we generate
the sampling timing and digitally control the timing delays. Moreover, this
scheme implements a dual-capture which enables capturing data at both the
rising and the falling edges. These techniques thus supports at-speed testing of
DDR interface timings without any limitations of the external clock frequency.
Moreover, these timing samplers take small area overhead compared to previ-
ous work [13, 70] because these techniques only implement relative time delays
and thus need to implement less delay lines.
1.3.2 Low-Cost Measurement Method
We present a low-cost measurement methodology by combining the
cycle-by-cycle control method and on-chip timing samplers. Our work does
not use any external high-speed signals and the test results are also obtained
with digital values or a multiple of the test clock period, and hence our work
is a low-cost solution.
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This measurement technique is applied for testing the dynamic and
static timing margins of the memory interface timings. The dynamic timing
margin tests are performed by inserting timing jitter or changing data patterns
and thus the dynamic test estimates the worst timing variations. The static
timing margin tests are mainly used to obtain timing pass or fail information
in a short test time. This test is performed by comparing the timing specifi-
cations between the reference and the measurement paths where the reference
is determined as shown in JEDEC [23] specs. The test results for the timing
margins are a multiple of the test clock period, and we measure the I/O timing
parameters simply by counting the number of the test clock cycle. Therefore,
our on-chip test methods are compatible with low-cost testers, and thus the
applications can be tested using a traditional low-end ATE. These strengths
of this work help to reduce overall IC manufacturing costs and also decrease
time-to-market issues.
1.3.3 Small Timing Error Detection
With the increasing data rates, the memory interface timing parameters
become tighter and thus small timing errors cannot be negligible. Previously,
research work related to delay measurement with high resolution has been
done [27, 49, 62]. This conventional delay measurement method using delay
lines has an offset delay because of the internal capacitive loadings. The offset
delay limits the minimum value of the dynamic delay range and thus it has
limitations to detect small timing errors of the memory interfaces. The source
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synchronous data and strobe signals transfer in parallel and thus the timing
mismatches between two paths are generally very small (several tens picosec-
ond) in high-speed systems over tens of GHz. In order to detect the small
timing errors, we developed a path delay mismatch detector which detects de-
lay mismatches between two paths. The path delay mismatch indicates the
timing degradations and is calculated to obtain the I/O timing specifications.
A digital assisted design approach is also applied for this scheme to control
the timing test resolution.
1.4 Overview of the Dissertation
This thesis is divided into three main parts; the first describes the
on-chip timing samplers in Chapter 2 and 4, the second describes a low-cost
measurement technique for the memory input and output timing parameters
to support a system-level test in Chapter 3 and 5, and the third describes a
path delay mismatch detection method to increase testability for higher speed
interface timings in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 concludes this thesis with future
directions.
In Chapter 2, we present a phase interpolator based on-chip timing
sampler to enable the memory interface timing tests without external high-
end testers. This scheme generates data and clock patterns, and then generates
a new strobe using the timing edges of the generated data and clock signals.
Using the new strobe, we detect the timing delay difference between two sig-
nals. We also show memory BIST applications using this scheme to measure
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the I/O timing margins but this scheme is generally applicable for time delay
measurements.
Chapter 3 describes a low-cost parametric measurement method for
testing memory interface timings. We combined the phase interpolator based
on-chip timing sampler and a cycle-by-cycle control method to present the
low-cost test scheme. In order to calculate the timing margin of the data with
respect to the strobe, we simply need to count the number of clock cycles.
We do not need any high speed signals from external testers for testing the
I/O timing parameters. The circuit architecture, circuit design details, our
experimental setup and measurement results form the core of this chapter.
Chapter 4 extends the low-cost parametric measurement method ex-
plained in Chapter 3 to improve the potential limitations. With the increasing
data rates, the DDR output timing specifications become more stringent and
thus higher test resolution and accuracy are required. To accomplish this,
we added a clock divider to generate an accurate strobe and provided a test
method for the phase interpolator to verify the timing resolution. Based on
these techniques, we present measurement results of the output timing param-
eters.
In Chapter 5, we present a delay line based timing sampler. This
method is an all-digital scheme and can be easily incorporated into a current
scan based delay test method to measure the time delay. In a SoC environment,
this scheme is effectively used for testing high-speed parallel I/O timings with
low area overhead.
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Chapter 6 describes a technique to detect a small timing error for testing
higher speed interface timings. We first begin with the potential shortcoming
of the delay line based timing sampler, and then provide a solution of a path
delay mismatch detection method. This scheme uses a charge pump based
time-to-voltage converter, and a digital control method is presented to verify
the time resolution. For a system-level test application, we implement an
analog-to-digital converter to get digital values for test results.
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Chapter 2
On-Chip Phase Interpolator Based Timing
Sampler for Testing Memory Interfaces
2.1 Introduction
With the scaling of technology nodes, the operating speed of devices in-
creased rapidly but the bandwidth of interfaces is still the major bottleneck for
overall system-level performance. To circumvent the performance limitations,
interface methodologies such as DDR SDRAM [39], Rambus DRAM [30], seri-
alizers/deserializers (SerDes) [72], PCI express [72], and serial ATA [72] have
been developed. This dissertation focuses on issues for the design and test of
the source synchronous interfaces such as DDR SDRAM and Rambus DRAM.
As the operating speed increases, the design and test issues of in-
put/output (I/O) circuits have become critical. The key problems are the
uncertain factors which cannot be exactly predicted before the tape-out. The
uncertain factors influencing the I/O timing parameters are [39], a) tree-
interconnect mismatch between data and clock paths [16], b) I/O pin-to-pin
skew [37, 39, 68], c) impedance and trace length mismatch [48], d) power sup-
ply noise and data-dependent jitter (DDJ) [37], e) inter-symbol interference
(ISI), f) duty cycle distortions, and g) a uncertain data valid window of flip-
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flops. Due to the uncertain factors, the valid data window becomes smaller
with the increasing data rates. Thus, it has been more challenging to meet the
timing specifications. The more critical issue is to test the high-speed interface
timings because the I/O circuits are severely affected by the interfacing ex-
ternal devices. Due to the additional off-chip uncertain factors, we have been
confronted with serious problems for the high-speed interface timing tests.
Traditionally, automated test equipment (ATE) is used for testing the
memory I/O timing parameters such as the setup and hold time. Figure 2.1







Figure 2.1: The setup and hold time for DDR memory interface
describes the timing specifications for the setup and hold time of the mem-
ory input signals. The timing parameters are defined by the relative timing
relationship between data/input and strobe/clock such as the address-setup
to clock-rise (tIS), clock-rise to address-hold (tIH), data-setup to strobe-clock
(tDS) and strobe-clock to data-hold (tDH). Thus, for testing the I/O tim-
ing parameters, the ATE needs to implement the proper timings among DQ,
DQS, ADDR, CNRL and CLK, and perform a re-timing to align the DQS and
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CLK [18]. The ATE also needs to generate a timing sampler to check the tim-
ing margins between data and clock [38, 60]. However, the ATE has limitations
of test accuracy. Although the ATE produces data and clock patterns with
high resolution, the interfacing channel devices between ATE and DUT may
cause signal integrity issues due to the impedance mismatching. The off-chip
parasitic components also critically affect the I/O timing parameters with the
increasing data rates. Since the test equipments may not produce the same
environment with the real system in which the device would be operated, the
inconsistent test results of I/O timing parameters may occur. These issues
exacerbate the measurement inaccuracy at wafer-level test due to more unre-
alistic parasitic components. Thus, we have to postpone the high-speed I/O
timing test to package-level test, which hinders the decrease of time-to-market.
Therefore, on-chip solutions are promising because of the higher test accuracy
and smaller time-to-market.
For on-chip solutions, the I/O loopback test techniques have been pre-
sented [10, 46, 51, 61, 65]. The I/O loopback test has a structure feeding the
data captured at a receiver into the input flop at the transmitter through the
output and input pads. The received and transmitted data are compared and
the pass/fail status is determined. This method was extended to measure most
I/O DC characteristics such as the output voltages and currents (VOL, IOL,
VOH, IOH), the input voltage logic levels (VIL, VIH), and the pin leakage
currents (IIL, IIH, IOZ) [61]. Additionally, the characterization of jitter and
noise using I/O loopback test has been proposed in [10, 46]. However, loopback
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tests have a fault masking problem because the interface timing of inputs and
outputs is measured jointly [13]; this would degrade the accuracy of testing.
In order to avoid fault masking of I/O loopback tests and to support at-speed
testing, on-chip test methods have been proposed [12, 13, 15, 27, 28, 49, 55, 70].
In [28], a BIST was developed for measurement and compensation of a phase
offset which is one of the timing degradation factors. An on-chip technique
using a vernier delay line based time-to-digital converter (TDC) was imple-
mented to generate the timing interval between data and clock [27, 49, 55, 70].
For memory applications, a timing generator using a delay locked loop (DLL)
was implemented to test I/O setup and hold time [12, 13].
One of key challenges for testing high-speed parallel I/O timings gener-
ates the appropriate timing delay between data and clock [31, 56]. Therefore,
this chapter presents an on-chip timing sampler to achieve this goal and avoid
the limitations due to off-chip test methods [36]. The on-chip timing sampler
combines an on-chip pattern generator and a sampling clock (strobe) gener-
ator. This scheme generates and controls a timing delay between data and
clock, and is also used to measure the timing difference. In order to compare
our work with off-chip test methodologies, we first review off-chip test circuits
for testing memory interface timings in the next section.
2.2 Survey of Off-Chip Timing Test Methods
In this section, we review previous methods for testing source syn-
chronous memory interface timings to explain the fundamental test method-
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ologies. Since it takes longer time to newly develop an advanced ATE, previ-
ous test methods focus on ATE-aided solutions. The built-off circuits add new
functions to the existing ATE to improve accuracy and speed performances.
For testing the source synchronous memory interface timings, the ATE first
needs to build a certain timing relationship between the data coming from
DUT and the tester clock. The test flow thus starts to search the DQ/DQS
signal edges with respect to the clock period of ATE. Therefore, the typical
test flows are as follows [60, 71]:
• Set the strobe-clock timing for sampling DQ and DQS
• Run a test pattern
• Determine PASS or FAIL
• Shift the strobe-clock timing
• Repeat the above three processes until the strobe scanning is completed
• Detect the transition timings for DQ and DQS
• Calculate the time delay difference between DQ and DQS
Based on these test flows, an off-chip circuit for testing data skews for memory
devices has been developed as shown in Figure 2.2 The ATE separately gener-
ates the strobes to capture DQ and DQS coming from the DUT. The strobes
are shifted to detect the transition timings of DQ and DQS while the strobes
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Figure 2.2: Conventional data skew test method
skews are measured by calculating the time delay among the transition tim-
ings. However, there are two issues for this conventional source-synchronous
test method. This method takes a long test time because the ATE runs a
test pattern repeatedly while the strobes are scanning. Thus, the test time
increases proportionally to the number of the strobe-scanning. For testing
higher speed timings requiring high resolution, the test time becomes much
longer. Moreover, each timing jitter of DQ and DQS is summed because this
method does not detect the transition timings of DQ and DQS in the same test
cycle. The timing jitter significantly causes a measurement error for testing
high data rates reaching over 1 Gbps.
In order to improve test time and reduce the measurement error, a
multi-strobe circuit has been developed as shown in Figure 2.3 [71]. This
technique generates multiple strobe phases and detects the transition tim-










Figure 2.3: Data skew test method using multi strobe circuit
mode jitter between DQ and DQS is canceled, and the test time decreases by
‘ 1# of the strobe-edges ’ because the ATE does not need to run the same test
pattern repeatedly.
Another critical issue of ATE is to implement the strobes with high
accuracy and resolution. Figure 2.4 shows the new multi strobe circuit using
a delay-locked loop (DLL) based delay line [71]. The DLL circuit produces
a sampling clock with a ±20 ps resolution and ATE can thus test memory
output timings.
Another critical component for testing high data rates is a timing gener-
ator. To obtain a high test quality, at-speed testing is required, but it is limited
by a tester clock speed. Thus, it becomes necessary to implement a high-speed
and high-precision timing generator. A conventional timing generator consists
of RAM and a variable delay block as shown in Figure 2.5(a). Figure 2.5(b)
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Figure 2.4: DLL based multi strobe circuit
previous conventional timing generator (Figure 2.5(a)). The 1.066 GHz tim-
ing generator is implemented using four 266 MHz timing generators and one
4:1 timing multiplexer. However, the performance of the conventional tech-
nique has constrained by the RAM speed. Moreover, the requirements of a
higher precision need bigger RAM sizes, which increases test costs. Thus, a
timing generator without RAM becomes necessary. As shown in Figure 2.6,
the timing generator using a digital DLL and a fine delay circuit has been
developed [42]. Using this architecture, the 1.066 GHz timing generator was
implemented as shown in Figure 2.6 and also the 4.266 GHz timing generator
was designed using four 1.066 GHz timing generators, two 2:1 MUX and S-R
latch.
The timing generator and the multi strobe circuit we introduced are the
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(b) Implementation of 1.066GHz timing generator
Figure 2.5: Conventional timing generator
a memory test system by combining the main circuits shown in Figure 2.4
and Figure 2.6. The timing generator provides a triggering signal with a
dynamic arbitrary frequency and phase. A vernier delay line based time-
to-digital converter (TDC) detects the transition timings of DQ and DQS,
and quantizes the interval between the DQ/DQS and the triggering signal.
Using two TDCs, each time interval of DQ and DQS with respect to the
triggering signal is determined. Thus, the test scheme measures the time
delay difference between DQ and DQS coming from memory devices. Based
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(b) 4.266GHz timing diagram
Figure 2.6: Architecture for 4.266GHz memory test system
devices. This test circuit was implemented to test 2 Gbps memory devices
with a variable resolution of 10 ps to 40 ps [70].
However, off-chip test methods have limitations of test cost and signal
integrity. Our goal is to implement on-chip test methods to take benefits of
the off-chip test methods and avoid the constraints. From the existing off-
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Figure 2.7: TDC based test circuit for memory test systems
signal generator and a strobe generator and the key challenges are to obtain
a smaller measurement error and a higher resolution. To accomplish this, we
explore our on-chip timing sampler including both on-chip pattern generator
and strobe generator in the next section.
2.3 Circuit Implementation
Figure 2.8 shows the overall block diagram of the on-chip timing sam-
pler. The main components of this scheme are 1) four phase generator, 2)
coarse control unit for phase shifting, 3) fine control unit for precise controls


























Figure 2.8: Overall structure of on-chip timing sampler
2.3.1 Ring Oscillator Based Four Phase Generator
The four phase generator is shown in Figure 2.9. The four phase signals
of 0 ◦, 90 ◦, 180 ◦ and 270 ◦ need to be generated to control the edges of clock
and data patterns. This function is implemented with a ring oscillator based
VCO, falling and rising edge detectors, S-R Latches and a non-overlapping
four phase generator. By using this circuitry for both data and clock signals,
the errors due to an external ATE are avoided, and mismatches between clock
and data paths, generated only on-chip, can be detected. The VCO generates
a periodic signal whose frequency is controlled by the tunable control voltage
level [59]. The gain of the VCO is determined depending on the required
operating frequency range in a given system. This circuitry is used for both
data and clock patterns so that the two signals have the same noise source.
Figure 2.9(a) shows the ring-oscillator based VCO. Its output, REF CLK, is fed
into the non-overlapping phase generator designed using flip-flops and decoders
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(b) sub-circuits (edge detector and SR latch)
Figure 2.9: Four phase generator
the sub-circuits for the four phase generator. The edge detectors detect the
rising and falling edges of NP1, NP2, NP3 and NP4 and the SR latches form
the four phase signals – PH1, PH2, PH3 and PH4. Thus, this scheme generates
four phases and the overall circuit operations are shown in Figure 2.10. The
edge locations of the generated phases can be changed by the following control
units to generate various data patterns.
2.3.2 Coarse Control Unit for Phase Shifting
The generated four phases are shifted by the coarse control unit. Fig-












Figure 2.10: Circuit operation for four phase generator
data patterns can be generated by controlling the rising and falling edge po-
sitions. Thus, the objective of the coarse control unit is to determine coarsely
the rising and falling edge positions of four signals – PH1′, PH2′, PH3′ and
PH4′. The PH1′ and PH2′ are used to generate the rising edges of clock and
data, and PH3′ and PH4′ are used to generate the falling edges. The PH1′
and PH2′ are used to generate the rising edges and thus the rising edges of
PH1′ and PH2′ should come before the PH3′ and PH4′. The multiplexing unit
shown in Figure 2.11(b) are designed such that the sequence of the phase shifts
has a definite order. Table 3.2 shows the definite order for the phase shifts
according to the coarse control codes. For example, if the coarse control code
is ‘000’, the edges of PH1′, PH2′, PH3′ and PH4′ are changed to PH1, PH2,
PH2 and PH3, respectively. Thus, the rising and falling edges of the generated
pattern are located between PH1 and PH2, and PH2 and PH3, respectively.
The double-edge triggered flip-flops, one of sub-circuits for the coarse control













































(b) Sub-circuit (multiplexing unit)
Figure 2.11: Coarse control unit
control codes after phase shifting edge location
CS2 CS1 CS0 PH1′ PH2′ PH3′ PH4′ rising edge falling edge
0 0 0 PH1 PH2 PH2 PH3 PH1 to PH2 PH2 to PH3
0 0 1 PH1 PH2 PH3 PH4 PH1 to PH2 PH3 to PH4
0 1 0 PH1 PH2 PH4 PH1 PH1 to PH2 PH4 to PH1
0 1 1 PH2 PH3 PH3 PH4 PH2 to PH3 PH3 to PH4
1 0 0 PH2 PH3 PH4 PH1 PH2 to PH3 PH4 to PH1
1 0 1 PH3 PH4 PH4 PH1 PH3 to PH4 PH4 to PH1
Table 2.1: Table showing coarse control codes for phase shifting
unit.
Figure 2.12(a) and 2.12(b) show two examples of the coarse control tim-
ing. The coarse control code (CS) is asserted during one phase cycle and can
be changed at every phase cycle. Figure 2.12(a) describes the case of ‘CS=011’,
which shows the edges of the PH1′, PH2′, PH3′ and PH4′ are changed to PH2,
PH3, PH3 and PH4, respectively. Figure 2.12(b) describes the case that CS
































Figure 2.12: Coarse control timing
phase cycle. Thus, the generated phases are the same as the case shown in
Figure 2.12(a) during the first cycle. On the other hand, during the second
phase cycle, the edges of the PH1′, PH2′, PH3′ and PH4′ are changed to PH1,
PH2, PH3 and PH4, respectively. Hence, this scheme can control the pulse
width and the edge locations of clock and data patterns at every clock cycle,
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(b) Phase interpolator (PI)
Figure 2.13: Fine control unit
2.3.3 Fine Control Unit and Pulse Control Unit
Figure 2.13 shows the overall structure for the fine control unit. The
objective of this block is to precisely control the rising and falling edges of the
generated phases. The fine control unit consists of the multiplexor and the
phase interpolator (PI). The PI shown in Figure 2.13(b) is the main circuit for
the fine control. The resolution of the PI is controlled by the current sources
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and the currents are controlled by the fine control codes. Depending on test
methods, we obtain the fine control codes from testers or internal counters. If
we use the internal counters, we automatically generate the codes and self-test
is available. In this chapter, we use 5-bit control codes for the fine control code,
and thus we obtain the resolution of ‘tCK/128’. Since we do not need to test
with high resolution for low-speed memory devices, the tCK based variable
resolution is acceptable. Moreover, we separately control the rising and falling
edges of the generated patterns by using two phase interpolators. Each PI is
independently used to control the rising or falling edge, and thus one PI uses
the PH1′ and PH2′ as inputs to control the rising edges and another PI uses
PH3′ and PH4′ as inputs to control the falling edges. The interpolated signal,
PH12, determines the rising or falling edge placement.
Figure 2.14(a) and Figure 2.14(b) show two examples of the fine con-
trol timing where FS R and FS F indicate the fine control codes to control the
rising and falling edges, respectively. The two fine control codes can be sep-
arately assigned. These two examples show that our scheme generates more
various patterns, and control the phase edges precisely and thus the generated
pattern can also be used as a sampler. Moreover, when we use the internal
counters to generate the fine control codes, this scheme controls the phase
edges at every clock cycle - cycle-by-cycle control method.
Figure 2.15 shows the pulse control unit which consists of the edge
detectors and SR latches. This unit simply forms the pulse for the pattern


































Figure 2.14: Fine control timing
falling edges, respectively, and the pulse control unit forms the pattern to
obtain data or strobe signal.
2.4 BIST Application
A BIST method is preferred to avoid high-speed signalling between
ATE and DUT. The on-chip timing sampler is thus implemented as BIST
applications. The BIST scheme can be incorporated in a memory device for
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Figure 2.15: Pulse control unit
application and presents the BIST structure for the application.
2.4.1 An Example of Application
The DQ and DQS are bidirectional signals and are outputs and inputs
for OUTPUT REG and INPUT DATA REG, respectively, and thus the DQ
and DQS are used for both the read and write operations. Using the BIST
scheme including the on-chip timing sampler, we can insert delay mismatches
between data and strobe for testing input timings during the memory write
operation. We also measure the delay mismatches for testing output timings
during the memory read operation. Thus, using this BIST scheme, we test the
input setup and hold times, voltage input low (VIL) level, voltage input high
(VIH) level, duty cycle tolerance, and data skews.
In order to measure the I/O timing parameters, the BIST scheme can
be incorporated in a DDR memory architecture to test memory I/O timing
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Figure 2.16: An example of memory architecture
from normal to test modes. In the normal mode, the INPUT DATA REG
gets data from external testers or adjacent systems. In the test mode, the
tri-state buffers disconnect the normal signal paths from I/O registers and
connect the BIST signals to the I/O registers. The data and clock paths of
I/O registers are designed to have the same delay by implementing perfect data
and clock trees. However, mismatches occur due to uncertain factors such as
jitter, process variations, etc [37]. Thus, we detect such mismatch factors and
measure the delay mismatches since the mismatches critically affect the I/O
timing parameters. Using the on-chip timing sampler, we generate the data
and strobe, and also measure the delay mismatch between data and strobe.
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2.4.2 Circuit Architecture
For the source synchronous memory devices, the DQ and DQS are prop-
agating in parallel and thus the relative timing margin is critical and directly
affect the I/O timing specifications. Thus, the BIST scheme also should be
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Figure 2.17: An example structure for BIST
BIST scheme is thus configured for testing memory I/O timing parameters
as shown in Figure 2.17. The BIST circuit is implemented and incorporated
into the normal circuit on-chip. This scheme requires input DC signals from
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testers to control internal circuitry and then determine pass or fail by moni-
toring the BIST outputs. The self-testing is initiated by the coarse and fine
control codes and is completed by comparing results. In this BIST circuit, the
generated clock and data signals are fed into input drivers in the normal circuit
to analyze the degrading effects on I/O performance due to the variations of
input drivers and mismatch tree-interconnect. The path generating ‘DQ R’
and ‘CLK R’ in the BIST circuitry is called the ‘REFERENCE PATH’. The
path generating ‘DQ’ and ‘CLK’ in the normal circuitry is called the ‘MEA-
SUREMENT PATH’. The outputs of two paths are compared to determine
pass or fail for the I/O timings. The input timings of the two flip-flops in
the reference and measurement paths are separately controlled using different
coarse and fine code values. The input timings of the flip-flop in the reference
path is controlled to have sufficient margins. On the other hand, in the mea-
surement path, the input timings of the flip-flop are set by the specifications
of the setup and hold time. If the flip-flop is failed, we determine that the
input timings for the memory device do not meet the timing specifications.
2.4.3 Overall Operation
This section describes the overall operation of the BIST structure which
includes the four phase generator, coarse and fine control, and comparison -
on-chip timing sampler. Figure 2.18 shows the basic operation of the BIST
circuit.
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Figure 2.18: Overall timing operation
pared to decide on pass or fail. The flip-flop in the reference path has enough
margin between ‘DQ R’ and ‘CLK R’ such that there is no failure in capturing
data. Since detailed tuning is not required for this path, only units for coarse
control are necessary to control circuits in the reference path. On the other
hand, for the measurement path, the delay difference between ‘DQ’ and ‘CLK’
is given by the specification of setup and hold times. Circuits in the measure-
ment path need to be controlled by using both coarse and fine control units
to represent the required specification. For the basic operation of the BIST
circuit, the CS and FS codes are not changed at each cycle and are given from
an external tester. Finally, the results of two paths are compared to find if the
system meets the required specification. In Figure 2.18, it seems that the two
flip-flops have enough margin of the setup and hold times, but the outputs of
flip-flops can have wrong values due to uncertainties of flip-flops and internal
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Figure 2.19: Extended timing operation
The BIST scheme can be applied to analyze the effect of mismatches
on I/O performance by using the extended control method. In the extended
operation as shown in Figure 2.19, the control method used in the reference
path is still the same as the basic operation shown in Figure 2.18. On the
other hand, control codes for circuits used in the measurement path need
to be configured. Instead of using fixed FS codes from ATE, the embedded
counter is used to control the location of edges cycle-by-cycle. The initial value
of the counter is set ‘00000’ or ‘10000’ depending on the required patterns, and
then the output of the counter moves to the direction of ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’. As
shown in Figure 2.19, there is a failing point when latched data is changed. The
failing points can be different for different I/O pins. Therefore, we can detect
if per-pin skew creates severe effects on I/O performance by applying the BIST
scheme to all I/O paths. For example, in case of a DDR interface with 32 data
(DQ) pins, if the latched data is ‘11111000’ for DQ1 and ‘10000000’ for DQ30,
the latched values are compared with the generated value from the reference
path. As shown in Figure 2.17, this circuit will generate the comparison results
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and ‘ERROR’ signals, corresponding to the amount of internal mismatch.
We monitor the number of cycles of ‘ERROR’ signals to measure how much
this system violates the I/O specifications of the setup and hold times. The
‘ERROR’ signal has a unit of ‘one cycle time * the resolution of the phase
interpolator’. Since ATE may not have the resolution to monitor signals with
high frequency and accuracy, we generated ‘ERROR’ as a clock based signal.
Additionally, we can generate different ‘DQ’ patterns at each clock cycle as
shown in Figure 2.14(a) and 2.14(b). By applying various patterns to the
BIST circuit, the degradation effects caused by data-dependent jitter [41] can
be analyzed and the worst-case data pattern can be detected.
2.4.4 Setup and Hold Times
Using the BIST scheme, we test input setup and hold time by measuring
the relative timing difference between DQ and DQS. For the ‘REFERENCE
PATH’, we set the coarse and fine control codes to the required timing spec-
ifications. For the ‘MEASUREMENT PATH’, the phase edges are precisely
controlled using the cycle-by-cycle control method. The outputs of two paths
are then compared. We do the same test for all other DQ pins and then mea-
sure the setup and hold times considering the performance degradations due to
input data skews. Moreover, this work extended the BIST scheme for testing
the timing degradations due to input voltage-level variations and duty cycle
distortions.
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Figure 2.20: Voltage-level control scheme
One of I/O specifications is the input voltage-levels in DDR memory
devices [1]. Figure 2.20(a) shows the definitions of VIL and VIH. As can
be seen, the AC input voltage-level is specified in the range of ‘VREF-0.20V’
to ‘VREF+0.20V’, where the VREF is the reference voltage of input receivers
in single-ended memory devices. The voltage level is one half of the power
supply voltage in DDR2 memory. Because of the impedance mismatching of
board and channel, the input-levels have variations. Therefore, it is hard to
test the I/O parameters. We present the function to test I/O parameters
even under the variations. While the input-level is precisely changed, we read
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out the output of SAFF to test the amount of effects on I/O performance.
Figure 2.20 shows the operations and the circuit diagrams of the voltage-
level control scheme. The voltage-level control scheme is implemented with a
current steering logic (CSL) as shown in Figure 2.20(b). The CSL is designed
with the segmented current-steering type using 5-bit control codes as shown in
Figure 2.20(c). The amount of currents is precisely controlled. This circuitry
can be controlled in two ways - a symmetric-mode and an asymmetric-mode.
In the symmetric-mode, the strengths of the PMOS driver and the NMOS
driver presented in Figure 2.20(c) are controlled equally by using the same
code values. In the asymmetric-mode, the different code values can be applied
to control independently the driver strengths. In the real operations, since
the VIL and the VIH can be varied asymmetrically, we need to inspect the
effects on I/O parameters due to the mismatches. Additionally, the fix-mode
and self-mode are also set using MRS codes and internal counters. Using the
procedure, we explored the tolerances of the internal I/O circuits to voltage-
level variations. We read out the code values at the transition points of the
‘DQ’ signal. The maximum code difference between the transition points is
corresponding to the delay mismatch which indicates the timing variations due
to input voltage-level distortion.
2.4.6 Duty-cycle Distortion Tolerance
Since the data path in the high speed memory operate in DDR mode,
the duty-cycle distortions significantly affect I/O timings. The distortions are
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caused by inaccurate external signals. Besides, the internal I/O circuitry in-
cluding input receivers, input sense-amplifiers, and path tree interconnections
also produce the duty-ratio distortions. Using the BIST circuit, the effects
due to the distortions on I/O parameters are investigated. The BIST scheme
controls independently both rising and falling edges using the cycle-by-cycle
control method. We set the ideal condition of 50% duty-ratio to the measure-
ment path. On the other hand, we give duty-ratio distortions to the reference
path by controlling differently rising and falling edges. Under the duty-ratio
distortions, we measure the relative timing variations between two paths by
monitoring ‘DQ’ signals.
2.5 Simulation Results
We have designed the BIST circuitry using a 0.18-µm CMOS process
and simulated at the transistor-level using Hspice. All simulations are per-
formed at the typical process corner, room temperature, and supply voltage
of 1.8V. Monte-Carlo simulations are performed using the statistical process
parameters given by the 0.18-µm TSMC CMOS process.
Figure 2.21 shows simulation results for the frequency range of the
reference clock using a ring oscillator based VCO. We achieved a frequency
range from 500MHz to 2GHz for the voltage range from 0.83V to 1.8V. Since
clock and data signals are generated with half the frequency of the reference
clock, the BIST circuit can be operated from 250MHz to 1GHz. However, we
can tune the ranges by controlling the voltage of the ring oscillator.
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Figure 2.21: Control voltage vs. Frequency range
Figure 2.22 shows the Monte-Carlo simulation results for the setup and
hold time. The edges of clock in the reference path are calibrated. We measure
the delays between data and clock at the rising and the falling edges to specify
the setup and the hold times when the results have valid values. Figure 2.22(a)
and 2.22(b) show the histogram for the simulation results. As a result, the
setup and hold times have the mean values of -2ps and 50ps, respectively.
However, the results will be worse if we include the effects caused by data
patterns, voltage-level variations, and duty-cycle distortions.
(a) Setup time (b) Hold time
Figure 2.22: Monte Carlo simulation results for setup and hold time
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(a) VIH, VREF, and VIL (b) Input-level variations vs. delay
Figure 2.23: Voltage-level tolerance simulation
Figure 2.23 shows the simulation results for testing voltage-level toler-
ance. The value of the VREF is 0.9V, which is one half of the supply voltage
of 1.8V, and the VIL and the VIH are varied in the range of ‘VREF±0.10’ to
‘VREF±0.9’. While we change the input voltage-levels, we test if the I/O pa-
rameters are still passed. For the simulations, we fixed the input voltage-level
to ‘VREF±0.20’ in the measurement path. On the other hand, we calibrate the
input voltage-levels of the reference path. Such variations cause the relative
timing differences between data and clock. If the timing interval is too large,
the timing fails are occurred. In order to give the input-level variations, we
use the 5-bit control codes. According to the codes, the simulation results of
the voltage-level variations are shown in Figure 2.23(a). While the input-level
is changed, the output of the SAFF is monitored to test the effects due to
input-level variations. As shown in Figure 2.23(b), the propagation delays
drastically increase at the marginal point, which causes the timing fails.
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2.6 Conclusion
For testing the setup and hold time of source-synchronous memory I/O
parameters, an on-chip timing sampler has been developed. This technique
generates data and clock, and precisely controls the time interval between data
and clock at every tCK cycle. The on-chip timing sampler is implemented for
the BIST application and the BIST structure is incorporated in a memory ar-
chitecture for testing memory I/O timing parameters. The embedded pattern
generator avoids the timing degradations due to the input level distortions.
Moreover, we insert timing jitter by giving input-level or duty distortions to
check if the memory device has enough timing margins or tolerances. The
timing controller enables to measure the timing margin difference between ref-
erence and measurement paths. Using this scheme, we check if the memory
device meets the timing specifications for the setup and hold times by compar-
ing the results between two paths. The generated timing edges are controlled
at every clock cycle, and thus this method considers power fluctuations and is
able to estimate the worst timing margin.
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Chapter 3
Low-Cost Measurement Methodology for
Testing Source Synchronous Interface Timing
3.1 Introduction
A source-synchronous interface technique is a data-transferring method
to achieve high bandwidth, where data and the dedicated strobe-clock are
transferred in parallel from a transmitter to a receiver, and the receiver in-
terface uses a clock to latch the transferred data. The source synchronous
structure improves bandwidth by avoiding the limitations due to the time of
flight through interconnects between chips. On the other hand, since a tra-
ditional ATE has no functions for source synchronous interface timing tests,
testing issues become more critical with the increasing data rates. Thus, the
ATE needs to implement the strobe signal to capture the data transferring
from the DUT. The implementations of ATE for the source synchronous func-
tions increase hardware complexities. Since high-speed I/O timing tests are
constrained by the speed and accuracy of tester clocks, the requirements of the
high edge placement accuracy (EPA) and high resolution drastically increase
test costs [11]. As the data rates approach multi-gigabps, the test issues be-
come more critical because the data window is narrower but the timing jitter
and PVT variations are not decreasing. Moreover, the timing specifications
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such as the setup and hold times and output skews for the DDR memory get
tighter by around 100ps [2] for over 1GHz. Thus, it has become more chal-
lenging to find the valid data window because the timing jitter takes a large
portion of the data bit width. To detect the narrow valid data window, ATE
need to implement high resolution and high edge placement accuracy. The
more critical issue is that ATE has not been developed at a faster rate than
the device technology [44]. The low-cost ATE has limitations for controlling
input voltage-levels, edge placements and duty ratios with high accuracy and
precision. These factors make I/O timing measurements very challenging.
This chapter thus explores a low-cost measurement method for test-
ing source synchronous interface timings by supporting testability with the
existing low-end ATE [32]. In order to validate the low-cost test scheme, we
implemented a prototype chip including the on-chip timing sampler presented
in Chapter 2. This test chip does not need any high-speed interface signals
from testers using the on-chip timing sampler and thus a conventional low-cost
test equipment is enough to test this chip. Based on the low-cost measurement
method, this chapter presents a static and a dynamic test mode for testing
the input setup and hold time of memory devices. Depending on test require-
ments, we choose the static mode or dynamic mode. The static mode mainly
targets to determine timing pass or fail by comparing the measured timing
parameters and the required timing specifications. During the dynamic mode,
the main goal is to measure timing margin variations under noisy conditions
such as power fluctuations. The detailed circuit design will be following in the
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next section.
































   
   





























Figure 3.1: Chip block diagram
The fundamental goal of this test chip is to test high-speed interface
signals using a low-cost test equipment. Therefore, I/O timing parameters
need to be measured at low speed. Figure 3.1 shows the chip block diagram
that we implemented. This test chip is composed of a BIST circuit and a sense
amplifier based flip-flop (SAFF). This type of the SAFF is generally used for
high performance I/O registers because of the accurate sampling characteris-
tics [19]. The SAFF is designed to obtain test results as a multiple of the test
clock period in addition to being used as a circuit under test.
The BIST scheme consists of signal generation, initialization, and edge-
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control circuits. The voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) generates signals ‘Q1’
to ‘Q4’. The initialization block sets the initial values of internal circuitry. It
includes serial-to-parallel logic to get external inputs with a smaller pin count.
Using this logic, we need only four signals ‘RST’, ‘SCKI’, ‘SIN’ and ‘PCKI’
to set the initial conditions for testing. The signals can be set by a low-end
tester because the input signals for testing do not need to be fast. After
the test conditions are set, the data and clock are generated using the VCO
based on-chip pattern generator. The edge-locations of the generated signals
are controlled using the initialization, coarse control, fine control, and pulse
control units. During the initialization, the mode register set (MRS) values are
set by the tester to decide the control methods of the coarse and fine blocks.
The ‘D’ and ‘REF’ shown in Figure 3.1 are the finally generated data and
clock patterns, respectively. The MRS codes can be separately set for the data
and clock paths of ‘Measurement Path’ and ‘Reference Path’. Therefore, the
patterns of ‘D’ and ‘REF’ are independently controlled. During the controls,
the data and clock patterns are the inputs of the SAFF, and we test the setup
and hold time of the SAFF by monitoring the output, ‘DQ’. A certain time
difference between two inputs is required to satisfy the setup and hold time
of the SAFF. Accordingly, we initially set the relative time difference between
two paths of ‘Measurement Path’ and ‘Reference Path’. We test the SAFF
while the time differences from zero to half clock period are controlled. The
















(a) Differential type ring oscillator
Vctrl
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Unit Delay (UD)BIAS Generator
(b) Current starved unit delay cell
Figure 3.2: Phase generator
We implemented the embedded pattern generator using the VCO shown
in Figure 3.2. The VCO produces the reference signals to generate data and
clock patterns. The reference signals are the four phases of ‘Q1’, ‘Q2’, ‘Q3’ and
‘Q4’ coming from the VCO, shifted by 0 ◦, 90 ◦, 180 ◦ and 270 ◦ respectively.
The VCO is structured with a pseudo-differential type, and consists of unit
delay (UD) cells and feedback inverters as shown in Figure 3.2(a) [7]. The
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unit delay cell shown in Figure 3.2(b) is designed as an adjustable driver of
a current-starved type [14] to calibrate the amount of current sources. The
unit delay consists of current sources of PMOS and NMOS transistors, which
are controlled by Pbias and Vctrl, respectively. Pbias is controlled by the bias
input, Vctrl; the operating frequency range of the VCO can thus be managed by
changing the control voltage. Vctrl is connected to ‘BIAS’, an external input,
as shown in Figure 3.1. The VCO produces octal phases of four differential
pairs. We can use octal phases to increase the test resolution, but four phases
are used as the source signals.
3.2.3 Initialization Unit
The BIST scheme produces both data and clock patterns, which are the
inputs of I/O registers. The edge placements of two patterns are controlled to
have the relative time difference. The amount of the relative time difference is
programmable by giving different controls to data and clock paths. In order
to satisfy the characteristics of both programmability and relative timing,
the reference signals need an initialization process. During the initialization,
the reference signals have a reset state to present the starting point of the
signal sequences for controlling the edges. Additionally, MRS codes are set to
determine the control methodology. Figure 3.3 shows the circuits and timings
for the initialization procedure. In Figure 3.3, ‘RST’ is the chip reset. ‘SIN’
and ‘SCKI’ are the serial-input sequence and clock, which are used in the



































(b) Phase initialization (circuits and timing)
Figure 3.3: Initialization unit
and latched by ‘SCKI’, and the latched data is converted to parallel data. The
parallel data is transferred to set the MRS codes. Therefore, the information
of MRS codes is transferred through ‘SIN’ to the internal control logics. Once
the sequence of ‘SIN’ is completed, the flag of ‘PCKI’ is toggled to indicate
the end of the test setup.
The MRS codes determine data patterns, the amount of control, and
test methods. The default values for each control are described in Table 3.1.
The codes of ‘Current Strength’ change the driver strength of the unit delay
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Current Strength Fine Control
MRS CP3 CP2 CP1 FS6 FS5 FS4 FS3 FS2 FS1
Default 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Fine Control DATA CLK
MRS FMS6 FMS5 FMS4 FMS3 FMS2 FMS1 INV INV
Default 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Self-Mode Coarse Control
MRS RMUP FMUP RUP FUP CMS1 CMS2 CS2 CS1
Default 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
Table 3.1: Mode register codes for setting test sequences
cell; these control currents and thus calibrate the VCO operating frequency.
The settings of ‘CPx’ determine the number of turn-on transistors to increase
or decrease the current strength to trim the fine controls. The MRS codes
of ‘Coarse Control’ and ‘Fine Control’ are used to control the amount of the
timing interval. The 2-bit codes of ‘Coarse Control’ determine the initial
time difference in addition to giving the test intervals of large delays. The
6-bit codes of ‘Fine Control’ are used to precisely control the time difference.
Different controls are used for the two test modes : fix-mode and self-mode.
The MRS codes shown in Table 3.1 are applied only for the fix-mode settings.
In the self-mode, the fine control codes are automatically generated using
internal counters. ‘Self-Mode’ equal to ‘0’ indicates fix-mode. Also, the BIST
scheme efficiently tests the DDR operations using various combinations of the
MRS codes. For the testing, the ‘RMUP’, ‘RUP’, ‘FMUP’, and ‘FUP’ are
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defined in Table 3.1, where ‘R’, ‘F’, and ‘M’ denote the rising, falling, and
measurement path, respectively. According to the codes, we set the fix-mode
or the self-mode for the rising and falling edge-controls. Additionally, we have
the function of ‘data inversion’ to generate various patterns for testing DDR
operations. Depending on the ‘INV’ codes of the ‘DATA’ and ‘CLK’, we test
‘high-level (H)’ or ‘low-level (L)’ data. Therefore, we independently control the
rising and falling edge, and thus analyze the setup and hold time depending
on the data patterns. After all MRS codes are set, the ‘RESET’ is triggered
by the toggle of ‘PCKI’. ‘RESET’ initiates the reference signals in addition to
resetting the internal circuitry. Since the initial states at each internal node
of VCO are nondeterministic, the initial phase is likely changeable at every
power-up. Thus, any phases of ‘Q1’, ‘Q2’, ‘Q3’, and ‘Q4’ can be the first
one, 0 ◦. The issue increases the complexities of the edge-controls because
our goal is to have controllability for the relative timing. Accordingly, the
starting phase needs to be fixed to have a consistent ordering. Therefore, we
implemented circuits such that ‘Q1’ is the first phase and all phases initially
have low-level states. As shown in Figure 3.3(b), the ‘RESET’ is latched by
‘Q1’ to generate the trigger signal, ‘CRST’. Using ‘CRST’, the reset signals
for the phases of ‘Q2’ to ‘Q4’ are generated. The phases of ‘P1’ to ‘P4’ are
formed by the AND operations of the reset signals and the initial phases of




The generated four phases using the VCO and the initialization block
are transferred to the control units. The control units consist of coarse, fine,
and pulse control blocks. First, the timing edges of the phases are controlled
by two steps of coarse and fine units. Then, the pulse control unit forms the
final signal pattern using the rising and falling edge is controlled by two step










































Figure 3.4: Coarse control unit
1) Coarse Unit: The coarse control unit selects one initial edge-location
from four phases of ‘P1’, ‘P2’, ‘P3’ and ‘P4’. As shown in the block diagram
of Figure 3.4, the coarse unit consists of a multiplexing unit and double-edge
triggered flip-flops. The multiplexing unit consists of four multiplexors and
the signal routings for the multiplexor controls to shift the phases with a
certain phase sequence. Depending on the ‘CS1’ and ‘CS2’ of MRS codes,
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MRS codes Phase-shift results Edge-location
CS2 CS1 P1′ P2′ P3′ P4′ Rising edge Falling edge
0 0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P1 to P2 P3 to P4
0 1 P1 P2 P2 P3 P1 to P2 P2 to P3
1 0 P2 P3 P3 P4 P2 to P3 P3 to P4
1 1 P1 P2 P4 P1 P1 to P2 P4 to P1
Table 3.2: Coarse control codes for phase shifting
the ‘P11’ to ‘P44’ are the shifted phases of the ‘P1’ to ‘P4’ coming from the
VCO. However, glitches occur at every 90 ◦ during the phase shifting because
the combinational logics are used. Therefore, a clocking is required to remove
glitches. A double-edge triggered flip-flops (DEFF) are implemented for the
clocking scheme. The DEFF decreases the speed overhead of the sampling
clock because this flip-flop captures data at both rising and falling edge of the
clock. Therefore, the sampling clock, ‘HCK, is simply formed by the XOR
operation of ‘P1’ and ‘P2’ instead of creating an additional clock. Hence, the
‘P1′’ to ‘P4′ become the glitch-free signals for the final outputs of the coarse
unit. The detailed operations for phase-shifting are described in Table 3.2.
It shows the phase-shift operations considering both rising and falling edge
for DDR operations. For instance, while the ‘CS2’ and ‘CS1’ are ‘L’ and ‘H’,
respectively, the new signal edges of ‘P1′’, ‘P2′’, ‘P3′’, and ‘P4′’ are determined
from ‘P1’, ‘P2’, ‘P2’, and ‘P3’, respectively. The operation indicates that the
control ranges of the rising edges are between ‘P1’ to ‘P2’ and the falling
edges are decided between ‘P2’ and ‘P3’. Similarly, using other MRS codes,
the different control ranges are set. As a result, the timing edge-locations are
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Figure 3.5: Fine control unit
2) Fine Unit: The fine control unit precisely controls the timing edges of
signals coming from the coarse unit. The block is composed of counters, phase
interpolators and multiplexors. The timing edges of ‘P1′’ to ‘P4′’ transferring
from the coarse unit are the inputs of two phase interpolators as shown in
Figure 3.5. The phase interpolator produces an interpolated phase between
two input signals. The upper phase interpolator generates precise phases for
the rising controls using ‘P1′’ and ‘P2′’. Similarly, the lower one operates for
the falling controls using ‘P3′’ and ‘P4′’. The ‘P12’ and ‘P34’ are the outputs
of phase interpolator and the interpolated results of two rising edges of ‘P1’
and ‘P2’, and ‘P3’ and ‘P4’, respectively. In order to have enough margin of
one clock period while the rise and fall edges are controlled, we separately use
two phase interpolators. Therefore, we independently control the rising and
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the falling edges of patterns. The ‘P12’ and ‘P34’, the output timing edges of
PI, is determined by the current sources of the PI. The strength of the current
sources is set by the fine control codes, and thus the weight of interpolating
the timing edges can be controlled. In order to generate the fine control codes,
we use MRS codes or internal counters. The multiplexors are used to select
one of two test modes as shown in Figure 3.5.
The test resolution is determined by the coarse and fine controls. Since
two inputs of the phase interpolators are associated with the signals coming
from the VCO, the test resolution increases linearly with the VCO operating
frequency. We can implement a separate clock generator such that the con-
trol units have a higher resolution regardless of the VCO operating frequency.
However, it increases the hardware overhead. Moreover, the test resolution for
both low-end and high-end system applications is not necessary to be identi-
cally high. A lower test resolution for low-end systems is acceptable because
the required timing specifications are not very stringent. Moveover, since our
BIST circuit is designed for a low-cost method, we do not use any additional
clock generator to minimize the hardware overhead. Instead of using an ad-
ditional clock generator, we control the test resolution of the generated signal
patterns using the combinations of ‘Fine Control’ and ‘Coarse Control’.
Using the coarse control unit, we initially choose one phase out of the
four phases from the VCO. For the fine control unit, we implement 64 phase
steps using the 6-bit code to control the current sources of the phase inter-
polators. The test resolution for the timing edges is thus determined by the
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number of bits of the fine control codes and the maximum time delay between
the data and clock. Accordingly, the resolution is ‘tCK/256’ where tCK is the
VCO operating frequency. For example, we achieve the resolution of 3.9 ps
under the condition of ‘tCK=1ns’. The resolution indicates the minimum time
difference, and thus we can test the setup and the hold times of I/O registers







Figure 3.6: Pulse control unit
3) Other Circuits: After the two-level control, the pulse control unit shown
in Figure 3.6 forms the final pattern using the rising edge detectors and SR
latch. The edge detectors detect each rising edge of ‘P12’ and ‘P34’ com-
ing from the fine control unit. The edge detectors are designed to avoid the
overlap period between two inputs of SR latch. The SR latch forms the final
patterns using the outputs of the edge detectors. As a result, the rising edges
of ‘P12’ and ‘P34’ form the rising and the falling edges of the final patterns,
respectively. The formed patterns are tested by the flip-flop to verify the BIST
scheme as shown in Figure 3.1. We also implemented the sense-amplifier based
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flip-flop shown in Figure 3.7. The chip reset, ‘RST’, determines the initial logic
state of the SAFF. After the test sequence of ‘SIN’ is completed and the coarse
and fine controls are done, the SAFF holds the captured data. On the other
hand, we can reset the output of the SAFF using ‘RST’ depending on the
measurement methods. The outputs of the SAFF are analyzed to validate the
test results. We evaluate pass or fail by monitoring the output, ‘DQ’, and also





Figure 3.7: Sense-amplifier based flip-flop
3.2.5 Timing Operations
The timing operations of coarse and fine control blocks are described in
this section. All the timing operations describes based on the test operations
of the fix-mode, in which all control codes are fixed to the same values at every
cycle. Figure 3.8 presents the timing diagrams of the coarse unit according to
the coarse control codes (CS). It shows the cases of ‘CS=00’ and ‘CS=01’ while
all the fine control codes are set to ‘000000’. As can be seen in Figure 3.8, since
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we set all the fine control codes to ‘000000’, the patterns of ‘D’ are formed by
the rising edges of ‘P1’. Thus, the pulse widths and the falling edge-locations






























Figure 3.8: Coarse control unit operation
control operations depending on different fine codes. In order to analyze the
operations, the coarse control codes are fixed to ‘00’. The fine control codes are
separately set for both the rising and falling edges. In Figure 3.9, the ‘FS@R’
and ‘FS@F’ indicate the fine control codes for the rising and the falling edges,
respectively. In case of ‘FS@R=100000’ and ‘FS@F=000000’, the rising edge
of ‘D’ is determined at the middle point between the rising edges of ‘P1′’ and
‘P2′’. The falling edge of ‘D’ is located at the rising edge of ‘P3′’. Similarly, in
case of ‘FS@R=000000’ and ‘FS@F=100000’, the rising edge of ‘D’ is located
at the rising edge of ‘P1′’. The falling edge of ‘D’ is located at the middle




























Figure 3.9: Fine control unit operation
decides the initial timing edge-location and pulse width. Starting from the
initial edge-location, the fine control unit precisely moves the timing edges.
Figure 3.10 describes the overall timing diagram including the SAFF
operations. The ‘D’ and ‘REF’ are the generated patterns from the measure-
ment and the reference paths, respectively. The ‘D’ and ‘REF’ are the data
and sampling clock of the SAFF and the ‘DQ’ is the latched result. The BIST
operations are verified by monitoring the ‘DQ’ while the relative timing dif-
ference between data and clock is calibrated. We set ‘CS’ to ‘00’ for both the
measurement and the reference paths such that the same coarse code for two
paths creates the maximum time difference of ‘0.25 tCK’. If we expect the
required timing margin to be less than ‘0.25 tCK’, we can set the same coarse
code to generate the data and clock patterns. If we can roughly estimate the
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Figure 3.10: Overall timing diagram
testing time. Additionally, the same control code for both the rising and falling
edge is asserted to generate patterns with 50% duty cycle. The fine control
codes are separately generated for two paths to precisely control the relative
timing difference. Figure 3.10 also explains the fix-mode and the self-mode
tests for the fine control unit. To apply the fix mode for both the measure-
ment and reference paths, we set ‘FS’ to ‘100000’ and ‘000000’, respectively.
Thus, the code difference of ‘D’ and ‘REF’ is ‘100000’ which indicates the time
delay of ‘0.125 tCK’. If the ‘0.125 tCK’ is enough to satisfy the setup time of
‘D’ with respect to ‘REF’, the ‘DQ’ captures the valid ‘L’ data. At every test
trial, we change the MRS code to gradually decrease the time difference and
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monitor ‘DQ’ at a time to check timing pass or fail. By reading out the MRS
codes, we measure the required setup and hold time, where the MRS codes
indicate the number of the required tCK cycles (Ncode).Therefore, the required
timing margin (tmargin) is calculated by Equation (3.1) where tRES indicates
the resolution of phase interpolator.
tmargin = Ncode × tRES (3.1)
On the other hand, during the self-mode, the fine control codes automatically
increase or decrease at every cycle using the internal counters. The two test
modes are selectively used for two paths to generate the relative time difference
at every tCK cycle. In Figure 3.10, unlike the measurement path, the self
mode is assigned to the reference path. Accordingly, the fine control codes
are changed at every tCK cycle to control the edges of ‘REF’. Therefore,
whenever ‘D’ is captured at the rising edge of ‘REF’, the timing margin is
gradually decreased. If the expected data is ‘H’, the ‘DQ’ is held low during
the first several cycles and then transits from ‘L’ to ‘H’ when there is enough
margin to capture ‘H’. The self-mode is thus effective to reduce the test time
and measure the amount of variations using the cycle-by-cycle control method.
3.2.6 Data Pattern Generation
One of features of this technique is to effectively test DDR operations
of memory interfaces. For testing DDR operations, we consider that ‘L’ and
‘H’ data of ‘D’ are latched at both the rising and the falling edge of ‘REF’ as
shown in Figure 3.10. Instead of sampling data during the whole clock period,
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we define the time difference between ‘D’ and ‘REF’ using the coarse control
codes and sample data only within this region. Additionally, we effectively
test DDR operations by combining the ‘INV’ mode shown in Table 3.1. The
‘INV’ mode chooses the data inversion of ‘D’ and ‘REF’. Therefore, the ‘D’ and
‘REF’ generate the four patterns of ‘HH’, ‘LH’, ‘HL’, and ‘LL’, where ‘H’ and
‘L’ indicate the inverted and non-inverted data. We simply implemented the
inversion by using an inverter gate because it is enough to show the application
of the BIST circuit. For the real I/O circuits, a phase mixer instead of a simple
inverter is usually used to minimize duty distortions because the duty ratio
critically affects the interface timings of DDR memory. On the other hand, we
also show how the BIST scheme is applied to test DDR operations by simply
modeling the I/O registers. Moreover, in order to increase observability, we
control independently the rising and falling edge by changing the codes of
‘RUP’ and ‘FUP’. Once the starting point of the controls is defined, we test
the setup time of ‘D’ with respect to the rising edge of ‘REF’. If we set ‘RUP’
to ‘H’ and ‘FUP’ to ‘L’, the hold time margin between the rising edge of ‘D’
and the falling edge of ‘REF’ is enough to capture data correctly. Accordingly,
while we test the setup time, we do not need to consider the timing failure due
to the hold time violation. Similarly, we can set ‘RUP’ to ‘L’ and ‘FUP’ to
‘H’. The hold time margin between the rising edge of ‘D’ and the falling edge
of ‘REF’ is gradually decreased until the setup time margin is met. Therefore,
we test individually the setup and hold time. Furthermore, the BIST scheme
achieves the adjustable pulse width of patterns as shown in Figure 3.8 and
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Figure 3.9. The feature increases the selectivity of the starting points to control
the rising and falling edge and decrease the testing time. It also increases the
testability of duty cycle distortion. If we use the same codes for both the rising
and falling edge, it excludes the effects caused by duty cycle distortion. On
the other hand, the different code settings to two paths generate the reference
signals with duty cycle distortion. Thus, we measure the effect of duty cycle
distortion on the interface timing.
3.2.7 Low-Cost Measurement Methods
This section introduces a low-cost method which can measure the test
results using a low-cost ATE in addition to having a low-area overhead. The
BIST operations do not need to have high-speed external signals from a tester
to test the specification such as the setup and hold time. This is because the
external inputs are used only to set the MRS codes. The external outputs for
measuring the test results also do not require a high-speed tester because of
the presented measurement methods. The BIST scheme provides two methods
to increase observability in measuring the test results. First, we measure the
number of the required tCK cycles of ‘REF’ where the SAFF has enough timing
margin to latch the expected data. The counters update the fine control codes
at every tCK cycle. The updated codes change the time difference between
‘D’ and ‘REF’. When the timing interval meets the required timing margin
and the data value of ‘DQ’ is changed, we read out the counter values to
measure the number of tCK cycles. We calculate the required setup and hold
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time using the code difference between the reference and measurement paths.
Accordingly, we calculate the number of tCK cycles for the timing parameters
using Equation (3.1).
We measure the pulse width of ‘DQ’ (tPW), the output obtained from
the BIST circuit. As shown in Figure 3.10, the first transition point of ‘DQ’
is changed depending on the time difference of two inputs. Next, we reset the
internal node of the SAFF for the second transition in order to make ’DQ’
a pulse. The second transition of ‘H’ to ‘L’ is asserted at the same point
regardless of the timing interval between ‘D’ and ‘REF’. In order to have
the second transition at the same point, ‘RESET’ is latched by the chip reset
signal, ‘RST’, which is synchronized with ‘SCKI’. The ‘RESET’ is also latched
using the VCO clock to form the pulses based on the tCK cycle. Therefore,
the synchronized ‘RESET’ initializes the internal node of the SAFF. The reset
state is set to the opposite value of the expected data to make the pulses.
For instance, in case of capturing ‘L’ data of ‘D’ at the rising edge of ‘REF’,
the ‘DQ’ transits ‘H’ to ‘L’ at first. By the assertion of ‘RESET’, the second
transition of ‘L’ to ‘H’ is performed. As a result, we obtain the different pulse
widths according to the required timing margins. By comparing the pulse
widths, we measure the amount of the timing violations. Moreover, we can
extend the scheme to measure the amount of variations caused by power noise,
jitter, crosstalk, process, voltage, and temperature.
Figure 3.11 shows the block diagrams measuring the pulse widths by




















Figure 3.11: A measurement method
to test the amount of setup and hold time violations. The upper block pro-
duces the reference pulse. The measured pulse width from the lower block
is compared with the reference one. The timing of the reference block is set
by the given specification of the setup and the hold times [1]. In the case of
DDR-667 [1], the specification of the setup and the hold time for data paths
are 175ps and 100ps, respectively. Accordingly, we use the fix-mode in the
reference block to set the time difference between ‘D1’ and ‘REF1’ based on
the required specification. For the measurement block, we use the self-mode
and calibrate the edges of ‘REF2’ at every tCK cycle until the SAFF has
enough margin. As a result, the ‘DQ1’ and ‘DQ2’ pulses are generated. If
the pulse width of ‘DQ2’ is wider than ‘DQ1’, it means that the measurement
path satisfies the required timing specification. The difference of the pulse
widths indicate the amount of over-specification. On the other hand, because
of mismatch, the ‘REF2’ can capture data later than ‘REF1’. It means that
a timing violation has happened in the measurement block. The difference
of the pulse widths indicate the amount of violated specification. For I/O
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circuits, the factors such as physical mismatch, power supply fluctuations and
crosstalk noises affect the timing margin. The proposed BIST scheme is thus
applied to measure timing variations due to these factors. Even if we do not
have the additional upper block to generate the reference pulse, we still mea-
sure the timing variations through test iterations only using the measurement
block. Therefore, once we measure the pulse widths, the difference between
them shows the amount of over-specification, violated specification, and tim-
ing variations depending on the BIST structure and control methods. Since
the pulse width is formed based on the tCK cycle, the measurement results
are quantified by converting the pulse width to the time unit. One tCK pe-
riod thus indicates the resolution of the phase interpolator. Therefore, the
measurement result for setup and hold time, tparam, is calculated as shown in
Equation (3.2).
tparam = (∆ tPW ÷ tCK) × tRES (3.2)
As a result, the BIST scheme does not need any high-speed signal
for testing the I/O timings. Using the proposed measurement methods, the
scheme is compatible with a low-cost ATE. Furthermore, the external sig-
nals for testing are operated in the BIST scheme without critical performance
degradations under the conditions of large capacitive loadings. Therefore, the
BIST method is also available for the I/O timing measurements during the
wafer-level test.
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Figure 3.12: Configuration for testing setup and hold times
3.3 Measurement Results
Figure 3.12 shows the test chip configuration for testing the setup and
hold time. This BIST circuit has been implemented and fabricated with a 0.18-
µm TSMC one-poly six-metal CMOS technology (CL018). To validate the
BIST circuit, we also designed the CUT including input drivers and DQ/DQS
path trees. Using the BIST circuit, we generate timings of DQ and DQS, and
measure the delay mismatches between DQ and DQS occurred in the CUT.
The BIST circuit consists of a signal generator and a signal-edge controller.
The ring oscillator based signal generator generates DQ, DQS and reference
clock (RCK) signals for test inputs. Using the phase interpolator based signal-
edge controller, we detect each transition timing of DQ and DQS with respect
to RCK to measure the time difference between DQ and DQS. To find the
transition timings with high resolution, the signal edges need to be controlled
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with a small time delay. Using the ring oscillator and the phase interpola-
tor, two-level coarse and fine control circuits are implemented, respectively.
The RCK, DQ and DQS timing-edge locations are digitally changed using the
two-level controls. Thus, one test clock period and the total delay range are
determined by the frequency of the ring oscillator that is controllable by chang-
ing a supply voltage or a current strength.The minimum time delay is set by
the resolution of the phase interpolator (tPI). The BIST circuit performs both
the detection of the transition timings and the measurement of the time dif-
ference at the same time. Thus, the test results are quantified as a multiple of











Figure 3.13: Detect transition timings to measure time differences
the cycle-by-cycle edge control method and slow-speed test results. The BIST
circuit changes the timing edges of DQ and DQS with a resolution of 20 ps
at every test clock cycle to find the transition timing. The RCK samples DQ
and DQS, and the sampling results (Q1 and DS1) are compared. Thus, the
time difference between DQ and DQS, SKEW1, results in a multiple of the
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test clock period where one test clock period is corresponding to 20 ps (the
resolution of the phase interpolator). Therefore, the BIST circuit only requires
to count the number of the test clock cycle to detect the delay mismatches and
thus measure I/O timing parameters.
(a) Layout
(b) Die photo
Figure 3.14: Chip layout and die photo of BIST circuit
Figure 3.14 shows the full chip layout and the die photo of the BIST
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Figure 3.15: Measurement setup
scheme. The total chip size is ‘280µm × 130µm’ excluding bond pads and
ESD circuitry. The measurement setup for testing is structured as shown in
Figure 3.15. The PC-based Janateck LA-Logic was substituted for the low-
cost ATE. It operates as a pattern generator to give the test instructions to
the BIST circuit board. The equipment provides the input sequences of ‘RST’,
‘SCKI’, ‘SIN’, and ‘PCKI’ depending on the test modes. It is also used as a
logic analyzer to analyze the latched values of ‘DQ’, coming from the BIST
circuit. The ‘DQ’ is also monitored using the oscilloscope. The BIST scheme
has been validated in the static and the dynamic mode for testing the setup
and hold time.
3.3.1 Signal Generation
The VCO and phase interpolator have been implemented to generate
the reference signals and control the signal edges. Monte-Carlo simulations
are performed to verify the basic functions and estimate the VCO operating
frequency ranges. The statistical parameters are given by Hspice model of the
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(a) VCO operating frequency
(b) The resolution of phase interpolator
Figure 3.16: Monte-Carlo simulation results
0.18-µm TSMC CMOS process. We performed the post-layout simulations by
setting both ‘BIAS’ and ‘VDD’ to 1.8 V, where ‘BIAS’ and ‘VDD’ indicate
the bias control voltage, ‘Vctrl’, of the VCO and the power supply voltage,
respectively. Figure 3.16 shows the results that the average VCO operating
frequency is 230 MHz and the average resolution of phase interpolator is 17
ps. The VCO operating frequencies were also measured by probing the output
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monitoring pad on the BIST chip. The comparison results of the simulation
and the measurement are shown in Table 3.3. The measurement result of the
VCO operating frequency, tCK, is 210 MHz with ‘VDD’ and ‘BIAS’ set to 1.8
V, which is less than 230 MHz obtained from the simulation. This difference is
because of the process variations and the additional capacitive loadings of the
testing environment. However, the results are fairly good because the VCO
is used as the sampling clock in the BIST scheme and we count the number
of cycles to quantify the measurement results. Therefore, the VCO does not
need to guarantee an accurate value of frequency. Based on the measurements
of the VCO operating frequency, we test the setup and hold time in the static







Table 3.3: Reference clock operating frequency
3.3.2 Static-mode Test
The test modes are defined based on how the relative timings between
two paths of the measurement and the reference are controlled. The relative
timings are changed with the fixed value in the static-mode and the variable
values in the dynamic-mode at each tCK cycle. The switch between the two
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modes is only applied to set the fine control codes. In order to perform the
functions, one of two paths is always operated in the fix-mode. All the control
codes for the measurement path are generated using the fix-mode. On the
other hand, the timing controls of the reference path are operated in the fix-
mode or the self-mode depending on the test mode. In the static-mode test,
the fine control codes of the reference path are fixed irrespective of the tCK
cycle. Additionally, the codes are set to different values to change the relative
time difference at each test iteration. The MRS code settings for the static-
mode test are as follows. As shown in Figure 3.10, basically, we used the same
control codes for both the rising and the falling edges to produce signals with
50% duty cycle. Hence, regardless of the test modes, we set ‘CS’ to ‘00’ for
the coarse controls of both the measurement and the reference paths. Also,
the ‘RMUP’, ‘FMUP’, ‘RUP’ and ‘FUP’ are all set to ‘0’ to define the fix-
mode. Thus, the fine control codes have the same value at every tCK cycle.
For the measurement path using the fix-mode, we fix ‘FS’ to ‘100000’ for the
fine control codes. On the other hand, the ‘FS’ codes of the reference path
are increased by one at every test trial starting from ‘100000’. During the
procedure, we monitor the output results of SAFF and read out the code
values.
The SAFF can capture data when ‘D’ and ‘REF’ are aligned under the
ideal conditions of the zero setup and hold time, and perfect delay matching
between ‘D’ and ‘REF’. Therefore, we expect that ‘0.25 tCK’ is enough setup
and hold time margins for the SAFF to correctly capture data. Based on
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Figure 3.17: Test results in the static mode
the estimated margin, we determine the testing range. Accordingly, the BIST
block is tested in the fine control-code range of ‘011110’ to ‘101010’. Between
this code range, the experimental results are obtained as shown in Figure 3.17.
The x-axis represents the fine control codes of the reference path and the y-
axis represents the SAFF output voltage-level of ‘H’ or ‘L’. The measurement
results include the cases of testing the data patterns of ‘H’ and ‘L’ for ‘D’,
data input. Also, the results comprise the test vectors using the inversion
codes of ‘DATA’ shown in Table 3.1. Accordingly, the SAFF captures the ‘H’
and ‘L’ data at the rising edge of ‘REF’. If setup and hold times are zero,
the edges of ‘D’ and ‘REF’ will be aligned for ‘100000’. However, because of
nonzero value of setup and hold time, the SAFF captures the ‘H’ and ‘L’ data
of ‘D’ at the fine control codes of ‘100010’ and ‘100111’, respectively. The
difference between the ideal and the measurement codes corresponds to the
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required setup and hold time. The code differences for ‘H’ and ‘L’ data are
‘2’ and ‘9’, respectively. We quantify the codes by converting to the time unit
using Equation (3.1). However, this chapter does not cover the method to
guarantee the resolution of the phase interpolator. Therefore, we estimate the
resolution of the phase interpolator based on the simulation results shown in
Figure 3.16 and the measurement results of the VCO. As shown in Table 3.3,
we obtained the VCO operating frequency of 210 MHz. Hence, we estimate
that the resolution of the phase interpolator is ‘20 ps’ because one clock period
has 256 phase steps. Therefore, the setup and hold times are ‘40 ps’ and ‘180
ps’ for ‘H’ and ‘L’ data, respectively.
3.3.3 Dynamic-mode Test
The dynamic-mode test implements the variable relative timings at
every tCK cycle. The reference path is set to the self-mode in the dynamic-
mode test. The control codes are set as follows. For the coarse controls,
the same codes with the static-mode test are set. In order to define the self-
mode only for the reference path, the ‘RMUP’ and ‘FMUP’ are set to ‘0’
but the ‘RUP’ and ‘FUP’ are set to ‘1’. For the fine controls, we set ‘FS’
to ‘100000’ for the measurement path. On the other hand, the fine control
codes of the reference path are automatically changed at every tCK cycle by
using the internal counters. The dynamic-mode test was performed using the
measurement method shown in Figure 3.11. Using the dynamic-mode test,
we detect the amount of margin degradations due to variations such as power
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(a) pulse width=912.8 ns (b) pulse width=917.6 ns
(c) pulse width=927.2 ns
Figure 3.18: Test results in the dynamic mode
supply and ground noises. Such factors affect the time differences between ‘D’
and ‘REF’ and thus cause the timing margin variations. Figure 3.18 shows
the timing variations by monitoring the pulse waveforms of ‘DQ’. As shown in
Figure 3.18, we obtained the pulse width variations of 912.8 ns, 917.6 ns, and
927.2 ns with operating frequency of 210 MHz (tCK = 4.8 ns). Each pulse
width is a multiple of tCK. Through iterative testing, these three cases of pulse
widths are obtained. The maximum difference of the pulse widths is 14.4 ns.
The difference of 14.4 ns indicates the timing variation of ‘3 tCK cycles’, where
tCK is 4.8 ns. So, the timing variation is 60 ps using Equation (3.2). Thus, we
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measure the setup and the hold times using the static-mode and also detect
their variation using the dynamic-mode.
3.4 Conclusion
This chapter presents a BIST scheme including the phase interpolator
based on-chip timing sampler to implement a low-cost measurement technique.
The BIST circuitry includes the measurement circuitry compatible with low-
cost testers. The measurement methods of the static and dynamic modes were
presented to increase testability and observability. From the experimental
measurements, we obtained the setup and hold time of 180 ps and the timing
variation of 60 ps. The measurement results are obtained by simply counting
the number of clock cycles, where one clock cycle indicates 20ps. We measure
the timing specifications without using any high-speed signals from the tester.
Therefore, the BIST scheme is available to test the I/O performances during
the wafer-level test and can also be applied in a Soc environment including
high-speed memory. In viewpoints of area overhead, since the pattern gener-
ator and control blocks can be shared among parallel I/Os, the area overhead
is negligible compared to the overall memory chip size. This chapter shows
measurement results for the input setup and hold time but this approach can
be extended to test other I/O timing specifications.
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Chapter 4
BIST Solution for DDR Memory Output
Timing Test and Measurement
4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter described the low-cost timing measurement method
using the phase interpolator based on-chip timing sampler for high-speed mem-
ory test applications. In this chapter, we apply the low-cost measurement
method for testing DDR memory output timing parameters and present the
measurement results.
The DDR interface transfers two data words per clock cycle. The DDR
operation critically affects output timing parameters because of data skews
and the rising and falling slew rate mismatches. As described in [67], the out-
put timing specifications of memory are the most stringent and affected easily
by the interconnection and calibration condition of the probe card. With the
increasing data rates, at-speed testing for DDR output timing is more chal-
lenging due to the tester clock frequency and thus on-chip method is required
to support at-speed DDR timing test. Moreover, it is crucial to measure out-
put timing parameters with high accuracy without increasing system and test
cost. The key challenges for testing high-speed parallel source synchronous
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output timings are as follows:
• Timing validation between data and data strobe
• Phase alignment between data and data strobe
• Per-pin skew measurement
• The requirements of high accuracy and resolution
In order to satisfy the above requirements, a BIST circuit is a promising tech-
nique to decrease test cost and development time while providing good test
accuracy and resolution. Previously, BIST architectures for testing high speed
memories have been developed [8, 58]. In [58], a BIST method to support at-
speed testing for high speed DDR memory was presented. These methods im-
prove testability, decrease test time, and dispense with expensive external test
equipment. However, most previous work focus on testing memory cores [54]
and little research has been done on testing DDR memory interface timing.
In [20, 67, 69], DDR timing optimization and characterizations were explored
but they did not cover the output timing measurement methods. One of the
on-chip test methods is to adjust the strobe delay using a digitally controlled
delay-line such that the strobe edges are located in the middle of the data [9].
However, this work also does not cover the parametric timing tests. In [70],
a vernier delay line based time-to-digital converter (TDC) was presented to
generate time delay between data and data-strobe for testing memory output
timings. However, the delay line needs to be very long to measure a long
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period of time, which increases area overhead. Thus, this TDC method is
not very effective for measuring I/O timing in memory devices that require to
operate over a wide frequency range. Moreover, this method achieves a high
resolution of 10 ps, but requires a large hardware overhead of ‘1.62 mm × 2.36
mm’. Moreover, since the technique is based on high performance ATE, it is
costly too. A timing generator similar to TDC was implemented using DLL for
testing the memory output in [13]. However, these methods need an external
high frequency clock and thus are not compatible with low cost testers.
This chapter presents a low cost BIST scheme to support at-speed test-
ing and measurement for DDR memory output timing parameters [34]. This
method generates a relative time delay between data and clock, which does
not need any external clock. While a time delay is precisely controlled, timing
margins are measured using low-cost testers because high speed signals are not
necessary for testing. Moreover, this chapter extends the methods described
in Chapter 3 to increase testability for a higher speed timing operation. Since
output timings are more stringent than input timings, we present a scheme to
resolve the frequency limitation of the on-chip timing sampler. This chapter
also presents a novel method for testing the resolution of the phase interpo-
lator, the key circuit of the fine control unit of the on-chip timing sampler.
Moreover, a novel self-diagnosis scheme is implemented by adding counters to
the output of the BIST scheme. Since test results come out as a multiple of
test clock cycles, this scheme can give information of timing pass/fail and mar-
gin variations to the tester by simply reading the counter values. Furthermore,
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this chapter shows chip measurement results for output timing variations due
to per-pin skews, slew-rate change and switching noise.
4.2 Design Methodology
4.2.1 Design Background
Figure 4.1 shows a basic memory output timing diagram with clock






Figure 4.1: tDQSQ output timing specification
put timing specifications for tDQSCK and tDQSQ are also shown in Figure 4.1.
tDQSCK describes the allowed range for rising and falling DQS edges with re-
spect to CLK. tDQSQ indicates the allowed skew range between DQS and its
associated DQ signals. tDQSQ is the most stringent timing parameter with 100
ps for DDR3-1600 (1.6 GHz) [2]. Output timing variations (skews) appear
due to process, changes of operating conditions (supply voltage, temperature
etc.), slew-rate changes, simultaneous switching output (SSO) noise [25], and
pin-to-pin mismatch. Furthermore, memory devices need to align DQ and
DQS timings with respect to CLK for the output paths. A DLL generates the
synchronized clock for the alignment, and thus the timing skews between DLL
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clock and DQ/DQS data also affect the output timing specification. This
chapter also presents a method to measure output timing variations due to
slew-rate change and pin-to-pin mismatch related to SSO noise. The SSO
noise is associated with switching voltage, switching frequency, slew rate, mu-
tual inductance and interconnection capacitance [29]. It critically affects prop-
agation delay and signal integrity, especially in systems with data rates over
a few hundred MHz. In memory systems with many DQ pins, output tim-
ing performance changes with the number of DQ bits switching at a time or
the number of the transmitted DQ bits with ‘low’ level. Therefore, our BIST
scheme tests output timings for various data patterns shown in Figure 4.2 to
examine timing variations due to SSO noise. In order to show the effect of




single switching all switching
DQ1
Figure 4.2: DQS and DQ data pattern generation
4.2.2 Circuit Structure for Output Timing Test
We implemented a circuit under test (CUT) unit shown in Figure 4.3 to
verify our BIST scheme. This CUT includes simple modelings to test memory
output timing operation. In memory devices with a large number of parallel
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Figure 4.3: Circuit under test for output timing tests
I/Os, data skews occur due to uncertainties such as power noise, SSO and
pin-to-pin mismatches, which critically affect output timings. To verify the
BIST circuit, we modeled a CUT including output drivers and DQ/DQS path
trees for testing data skews occurred in the CUT. Thus, the CUT includes
output drivers, tree networks for DQ, DQS and CLK, and a delay matching
unit for HCK. HCK is a test clock used in the BIST scheme to capture data
and needs to be closely aligned with DQDn and DQSD where n indicates the
number of DQ pins. The delay matching unit thus simply replicates circuits
used in DQ and DQS paths to match the time delay between HCK and data
paths.
During a read operation, DQ and DQS are aligned by CLK for the
synchronous memory system and thus skews between DQ, DQS, and CLK also
affect output timing parameters. Therefore, the CUT includes a model of the
CLK path as well. The aligned DQ and DQS are transferred to output drivers
through tree networks. These signal paths are designed to be transferred
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with an identical time delay because the memory system supports parallel
16 or 32 data pins. To satisfy tight timing specifications, even small delay
mismatches between DQn and DQS cannot be ignored. Therefore, a model
of RC tree interconnection networks for clock and data paths was included
in the CUT to test the delay mismatch using our BIST scheme. Moreover,
to test timing variations due to slew-rate changes, the output driver in CUT
was implemented as a distributed-type [14] which can adjust the transistor
size using control codes. Since the CUT was implemented only to validate
our BIST scheme, it has not been optimized perfectly to decrease mismatch
between data and clock paths.





































































Figure 4.4: BIST architecture for testing timing skews
4.3.1 Architecture
We implemented a BIST scheme including the CUT unit shown in
Figure 4.4. The BIST scheme measures the delay mismatch between DQDn
and DQSD signal paths in the CUT.
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The BIST architecture consists of a ring oscillator based signal genera-
tor, divider, control units, flip-flops, comparison unit, and counters. The signal
generator generates signal patterns of DQn, DQS, CLK and HCLK. The coarse
and fine control units control the time delay between the generated pattern
and the test clock using a cycle-by-cycle method [32]. This method increases
or decreases the time delay by an amount determined by the resolution of
the fine control unit at every clock cycle. A phase interpolator is used in the
fine control circuit to generate a small delay and a test method for finding its
resolution is also presented. We use the signal generator and control circuits
presented in [32]. Furthermore, we add dividers to resolve internal signal in-
tegrity. We use dividers to generate a slower test clock to control the time
delay with high accuracy. However, we still use the fastest signal for the phase
interpolator to generate the time delay with high resolution. Even though this
method increases the test time because it uses a slower test clock and cap-
tures data once per two clock cycles, it increases test accuracy and testability
for higher speed memory interfaces. Multiple dividers can be tied together to
make the test clock slower and to test higher speed interface signals.
This scheme is also highly compatible with low cost ATE because all
external inputs for generating test sequences are low speed signals. Figure 4.4
describes RST for chip reset, SIN for scan input, SCKI for scan clock, and
PCKI for test reset. Using these input signals, we can change the coarse
and fine control codes to control the time delay between HCK and DQDn
and DQSD. The test results for delay mismatch, SKEWn, are also low speed
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signals. Therefore, any external high speed signals are not needed in this
scheme.
4.3.2 BIST Design and Test Strategies
During the test, we move the signal edge of HCK by unit delay at
every clock cycle. The unit delay is determined by the coarse and fine control
blocks as shown in Figure 4.5. This scheme uses 2-bit and 6-bit codes for




coarse control code (2-bit)
000000
~111111 fine control code (6-bit)
000000
~111111
Figure 4.5: Two-level coarse and fine controls
coarse and fine control and thus the test resolution (tPI) is calculated using
Equation (4.1),
tPI = tOSC ÷ 2Nc+Nf (4.1)
where tOSC denotes the fastest clock generated from the signal generator, and
Nc and Nf denote the number of bits of coarse and fine control, respectively.
The resolution is tested simply using our control units and flip-flops as shown
in Figure 4.6. For testing the phase interpolator, the time difference between
Data and CLK is fixed with one fine control code and the phases of Data and
CLK are moved in pairs by one fine control code at each test trial. Ideally, the
‘high’ level should be captured 63 times in one coarse control range. However,
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Figure 4.6: Test method for phase interpolator
63 times. By counting the number of ‘test passes’ in one coarse control range,
we measure the average test resolution. Since the BIST scheme only needs
to control the relative time delay for testing memory output timing, this test







tSTARTINIT + tPIk x + tPI(k+1)x + tPI(k+2)xtSTART tSTART
Figure 4.7: Overall logic and timing operations for testing output skews
Figure 4.7 shows the overall logic and timing operations where ∆INIT
is an initial time delay between data and test clock and tSTART indicates the
start time of HCK. While the time delay is controlled, data is captured by
HCK. Because of delay mismatch between DQS and DQn, the capturing time
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is different causing SKEW1 . . . SKEWn to come out with a pulse width of
tCK, where tCK indicates the test clock cycle. Therefore, the test results
are analyzed by simply using counters to detect timing pass/fail and measure
timing margin variations. Moreover, by comparing the SKEWi values, this








tSTARTINIT + tPIk x + tPI(k+1) x + tPI(k+2) xtSTART tSTART
Figure 4.8: A method for testing tighter output timing parameters
Furthermore, this scheme increases testability for higher memory speed
interfaces by adding another feature shown in Figure 4.8. As the speed of a
memory interface increases, the test clock also needs to be faster and thus
the pulse width of SKEWn becomes narrower. Higher cost test equipment
is required to measure SKEWn especially for detecting a very small delay
mismatch in high speed operation. Therefore, we measure pulse widths of DS
and Qn instead of SKEWn. Figure 4.8 shows the timing operation. The key
idea of this scheme is to reset the second transitions of DS and Qn to reform
them to a pulse. The second transition time is controlled by RST and thus
this scheme can decide the minimum pulse width. We count the number of
tCK cycles to measure the pulse widths (tPWref , tPWn) where the difference
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Figure 4.9 shows the procedure of testing output timing using the BIST
scheme. The test procedure is done in following steps: phase initialization
for the signal generator, data pattern generation, setting time delay and test
modes, and analysis of test results.
The test starts with phase initialization of the signal generator and
data pattern generation. In the next step, initial delay, ∆INIT, is set using
the coarse control according to the test requirements (for example, smaller
∆INIT decreases test time).Timing test can be done using fix mode or self
mode: fix mode is used for testing timing pass or fail, while self mode is
used to measure timing margin/variations. In fix-mode test, timing is tested
with a fixed time delay; in self-mode test, delay is changed by a minimum
resolution at every clock cycle. To detect timing pass/fail, we set ∆INIT to
a known timing specification (tSPEC) and select fix-mode test. To measure
timing margin/variations, we set ∆INIT to ‘α × tCK’ or ‘β × tCK’ and select
self-mode test. The ‘α × tCK’ is used when timing has failed for tSPEC and
it is larger than β, which is used when timing has passed for tSPEC. For our
experiments, we used α equal to 0.25 and β equal to 0.1. The delay is changed
by the minimum test resolution (tPI) at each step (k) of the self-mode test.
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Figure 4.9: Procedure for timing test
This process is repeated until data captured by the BIST scheme is the same
as the expected data. This procedure gives us timing margin/variations.
4.4.2 Simulation Results
In the source synchronous DDR memory interface, output timing skews
and duty distortions, the most stringent parameters, are the main hindrances
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for high speed performance. During the read operations, the data signals DQ
and DQS are synchronized with an external clock using DLL. Therefore, all
output skews are caused by the DLL jitter and duty distortions of the data
signals. Since the rising edges of data signals are synchronized with the clock
generated by DLL, the DLL jitter causes skews in the rising edges if there are
enough margins between data signals and the DLL clock. The skews in the
falling edges are caused by duty distortions of the data signals.
(a) SKEW = 5 Cycles (10ps) (b) SKEW = 7 Cycles (14ps)
(c) SKEW = 8 Cycles (16ps) (d) SKEW = 9 Cycles (18ps)
Figure 4.10: Monte-Carlo simulation results for skew detections
Figure 4.10 shows Monte Carlo simulation results (100 trial) for skew
detections. We insert around 5ps skews intentionally between DQS and DQ
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using parasitic RC delays for simulations, and then measure the relative skews
between DQ signals. We used dividers to slow down the operating speed of
the testing circuits for measuring simultaneously skews at high and low edges.
We assume I/O operations at 1.6Gbps data rates and so the clock frequency of
testing circuits slows down to 200MHz by using dividers twice. Accordingly,
the ‘SKEW’ pulses are formed with a unit of 200MHz as shown in the y-axis
of Figure 4.10. The pulses have different values at each trial by variability
simulations. The skew distributions by the monte carlo simulations are shown
as 5, 7, 8, and 9 cycles where one cycle means the resolution of the phase
interpolator. We assume the phase interpolators are guaranteed to have a 2ps
resolution. As a result, the skew variations have the values of 10ps, 14ps, 16ps
and 18ps, respectively, for four DQ signals. In this specification, we determine
the performance of this system in the worst case, which is 18ps.
4.4.3 Chip Implementation and Test Setup
We extended our work for testing output timing parameters using the
test chip configuration shown in Figure 4.11. For this test chip, we modi-
fied our previous BIST scheme [36] and added CUT blocks for output timing
path modelings. This test chip was implemented and fabricated with a 0.18-
µm CMOS process. Figure 4.12 shows the chip die photo including the CUT
and BIST schemes. The total chip size is ‘800 µm × 130 µm’ excluding
bond pads and ESD circuitry, out of which ‘300 µm × 140 µm’ is dedicated
to the BIST scheme. The area is small compared to other on-chip timing
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Figure 4.11: Configuration for testing data skews
test circuits [70], [13]. To test this chip, test equipment is setup as shown
Figure 4.12: Die photo in TSMC 0.18-µm CMOS technology
in Figure 4.13. A low cost PC-based Janateck LA-Logic pattern generator
(Maximum operating frequency is 10 MHz) is used for generating test input
sequences. For test result measurements, output monitoring PADs are struc-
tured in test chip to probe internal clock signal and test results of timing
pass/fail and timing variations. Low speed logic analyzer and digital oscillo-
scope are used to analyze test results and monitor waveforms.
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Figure 4.13: Test setup
4.4.4 Measurement Results






















Figure 4.14: An example of test results
Figure 4.14 shows an example of the test results that measure data
skews depending on the data patterns. To test data skews considering the
DDR operations, the data patterns showing the different rising and falling
transitions between DQ and DQS are applied. The test results show a pulse
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width with a multiple of the test clock cycle. The maximum difference among
the pulse widths indicates the data skew occurred in the CUT. In the example,
the skew of five test clock cycle occurred, which indicates a data skew of 100
ps (one test clock cycle indicates a 20 ps time delay). Based on this concept,
the detailed measurement results are following.
We designed a ring oscillator with a period of 1.25 ns (tOSC) and a
divide-by-4 (Ndiv) circuit to generate the test clock with a period of 5 ns (tCK).
Figure 4.15 shows a probing result of HCK with 1.8 V power supply. From
Figure 4.15: HCK clock waveform
the measurement, tCK is 5.086 ns and is a little different from the simulation
result because of a noisy probe channel and ring oscillator jitter itself. However,
the test clock does not affect test accuracy because we measure the relative
timing variations between DQS and DQ paths by using a common test clock.
On the other hand, tCK has very small effect on test resolution as shown in
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Equation (4.2):
tPI = tOSC ÷ 28; tOSC = tCK ÷ Ndiv (4.2)
Based on the result of tCK, the test for phase interpolator resolution is per-
formed as shown in Figure 4.16.
Figure 4.16: Test results of phase interpolator
We performed 20 test trials and each test trial includes 63 times possible
‘TEST PASS’ result. We calculate the rate of obtaining ‘TEST PASS’ at each
test trial as shown in Figure 4.16. Thus, 10 ps is obtained as the average
test resolution while the maximum error is 3 % and the average error is 1 %.
Therefore, the performance of on-chip signal generator has little effects on test
resolution and accuracy for this BIST scheme, and thus less design efforts are
required.
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Timing test is performed using fix and self modes. Table 4.1 shows a
test result for one DQ in fix mode. At each test trial, we change the control
code and determine timing pass/fail and then read the control code at the
transition from pass to fail.







Table 4.1: Fix-mode test
Fix-mode test result shows that a 5-code difference (Ncode) is needed
for timing pass. The code difference is used to calculate the required timing
margin, tMF, as shown in Equation (4.3), and thus tMF of 50 ps is obtained.
tMF = Ncode × tPI (4.3)
Table 4.2 shows the self-mode test results of SKEW1,2 for DQ1 and DQ2
depending on data patterns. More ‘High’ to ‘Low’ or ‘Low’ to ‘High’ data
n Data Pattern SKEWn
1 HHLL 1 tCK
2 HHLL 3 tCK
1 HLHL 2 tCK
2 HLHL 5 tCK
Table 4.2: Self-mode test
transitions degrade output timing performance because of switching noise and
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duty cycle distortion. Test results, SKEW1,2, are used to calculate tMS indi-





The test results show that the maximum difference of SKEWn is 4 tCK and
thus tMS of 40 ps is obtained.
The internal signals of DS and Q7 are also monitored as shown in
Figure 4.17.
Figure 4.17: DS and Q7 waveform
Figure 4.17 shows a timing delay of 55 ns between DS and Q7 which
corresponds to 11 tCK and thus the time delay is calculated to be 110 ps skew.
Instead of switching noise, this scheme also is applied to measure output






(a) HHLL-DQ1 (tPW=410.4 ns) (b) HLHL-DQ2 (tPW=430.4 ns)
(c) HLHL-DQ2 + SR Change (tPW=450.4 ns)
Figure 4.18: Timing variation measurement results in self-mode test
Since slew rate is related to output swing level (VPP) and time delay (tD) as
shown in Equation (4.5) [14], it also affects output timing performance. For
testing the effect of slew rate on output timing, we controlled the strength of
the distributed-type output driver to change the slew rate. For measurements,
we make DS and Qn a pulse using the reset signal, RST. With this scheme,





Using this method, output timing variations due to slew-rate and data pattern
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changes are measured. Figure 4.18 shows test results by probing Qn pulses.
The pulse width is not an exact multiple of tCK because of an additional delay
of the reset logic. However, it does not affect the test accuracy because we
count the number of cycles and the additional delay is much smaller than one
tCK. Therefore, we obtained pulse width variations of 410.4 ns, 430.4 ns and
450.4 ns for DQ1 and DQ2 by changing the slew rate and data pattern. Each
pulse width corresponds to 82 tCK, 86 tCK and 90 tCK. Thus, the maximum
time difference is 8 tCK and thus tMS of 80 ps is obtained. The time variation
of 40 ps occurs due to DQ1-to- DQ2 skew and different data pattern, and the
time variation of 40 ps occurs due to slew-rate change. These measurement
results show our BIST scheme can be effectively applied to test output timing
variations due to mismatch factors.
4.5 Conclusion
This chapter presented experimental results on fabricated test chip with
a built in self test and diagnosis scheme that measures memory output timing
variations using a low cost tester. In this technique data patterns are generated
using a ring oscillator based on-chip signal generator. The time delay between
data and clock is controlled using a cycle-by-cycle control method. We also
implemented a circuit under test by replicating output paths used in memory
systems to validate the BIST scheme. Moreover, this technique does not need
any high speed signals for testing high speed output timing. The test stimulus
is generated using slow signals of 10 MHz and the outputs of this chip are a
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multiple of the test clock period, and hence slow. These characteristics allow
us to test high speed memory output timing with high accuracy and resolution
using a low speed and low cost tester. Using 0.18-µm CMOS technology, this
scheme was fabricated and we measured the test resolution of 10 ps. With this
resolution, measurement results for output timing variations due to slew-rate
change, pin-to-pin skews and data pattern are presented in this chapter.
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Chapter 5
On-Chip Delay Line Based Timing Sampler
for DDR Timing Tests
5.1 Introduction
As the memory speed has increased, the internal circuitry has become
more susceptible to timing failures. Accordingly, accurate and precise test
techniques are required to detect small timing errors for testing the I/O tim-
ing parameters. In Chapter 2 and Chapter 4, the on-chip timing sampler
produces the data and strobe signals, and then controls the time difference
between the signal edges of the data and strobe. The time difference is calcu-
lated to measure the input setup and hold time, and output data skews. The
strobe-scanning method using the phase interpolator needs the complicated
control method, and thus it takes longer test times for memory devices oper-
ating in a wider frequency range. In this chapter, we present another on-chip
timing sampler to improve testability and controllability with lower hardware
overhead. This chapter thus presents a delay line based on-chip timing sam-
pler to measure a time delay without any limitations of the external clock
frequency. This scheme was designed using fully digital circuits and supports
a digital calibration to control the timing edges for sampling. This approach
also does not require the additional complicated control circuits to generate
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the read and write interface timings.
For the delay line based on-chip timing sampler, we developed a pro-
grammable double-capture generator (PDCG) by modifying the programmable
capture generator (PCG) presented in [62]. Unlike the PCG, the PDCG gener-
ates the dual-capture signal that has controllability for both rising and falling
transitions simultaneously. In the DDR operations, the rising and falling edge
transitions of data and clock operate in pairs and thus affect the timing pa-
rameters at a time. Therefore, our work effectively tests the DDR I/O timings
because the dual-capture approach is close to the real interface timing op-
erations. Moreover, the dual-capture enables the testability for the timing
degradation due to the duty distortions. Additionally, the technique produces
a fast test clock regardless of the external clock frequency, and thus does not
need a high-end ATE. We also present a scheme to provide a dynamic de-
lay range by modifying the PDCG. This scheme is to give controllability for
the resolution since we do not need to test with high resolution for low-end
memory devices. On the other hand, we replace the on-chip timing sampler
presented in Chapter 2 with this delay measurement method and then combine
with the low-cost measurement method presented in Chapter 3. The scheme
is thus valuable, not only for small delay detections but also for large delays.
Moreover, our work can be incorporated into the current scan based delay
test methods to measure the time delay, and thus is available for timing char-
acterizations during post-silicon validation. Therefore, this scheme validates
the variability of the circuit timing operations caused by process parameters,
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temperature, cross-talk coupling, and supply voltage noise.
5.2 Design Background
For DDR memory devices, the most stringent interface timing parame-
ters are defined among DQS, DQ and CLK signals. The timing specifications
are illustrated in Figure 5.1. In order to sample data properly into registers,
the DQ needs to arrive the I/O pin before the DQS arrives, and maintain valid
after the DQS is asserted. Figure 5.1(a) shows the timing relationship between
DQ and DQS. The setup time (tDS) indicates the time delay between the ar-
rival time of DQ and the rising/falling edges of DQS assertion. The hold time
(tDH) is defined as the time delay between the DQS assertion and the valid
DQ period after DQS is asserted. Another input timing parameter, tDQSS,
states the timing relationship between DQS and CLK. The DDR memory de-
vices have two clock domains of DQS and CLK, and the DQS domain should
be changed to the CLK domain internally. For this requirement, DQS must
maintain a certain timing relationship with CLK. The time delay between the
rising edges of CLK and DQS is defined as tDQSS as shown in Figure 5.1(b).
The most tough output timing parameter, tDQSQ, specifies the allowed skew
range between DQS and its associated DQ signals. All these timing parame-
ters need to be guaranteed both at the rising and falling edges of DQS (DDR
function)
Table 5.1 shows an example of DDR3 memory interface timing specifi-




tDS tDH tDS tDH
(a) Setup and hold times (tDS/tDH)
CLK
 (tDQSS = 0)
 (tDQSS = -0.25 tCK)










(c) Data-to-data/data-to-clock skews (tDQSQ)
Figure 5.1: Memory interface timing parameters
speed increases where tCK indicates the external clock (CLK) frequency. For
testing these timing parameters, a key challenge is to generate a proper timing
delay among data, data-strobe and clock. Also, a high timing resolution and
accuracy need to be guaranteed. Moreover, an on-chip test circuit with a wide
delay range is required to have a higher test coverage. For example, tDQSS
is a clock-based timing parameter unlike the tDS, tDH and tDQSQ as shown
Table 5.1. Generally, memory devices integrated in SoCs operate in a wide
frequency range such as from 200 MHz to 1 Gbps. Thus, for testing all the
interface timings, the testing range of on-chip test circuits needs to be changed
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DDR3-800 DDR3-1066 DDR3-1333 DDR3-1600
tDS 75 ps 25 ps 30 ps 10 ps
tDH 150 ps 100 ps 65 ps 45 ps
tDQSQ 200 ps 150 ps 125 ps 100 ps
tDQSS ±0.25 tCK ±0.25 tCK ±0.25 tCK ±0.27 tCK
Table 5.1: DDR3 memory interface timing specifications
dynamically according to the tCK value. Therefore, the key requirements of
on-chip measurement circuits for testing high-speed DDR memory interfaces
are high resolution, wide delay range, and low-cost.
Combinational

















Figure 5.2: Simplified memory interface structure
Figure 5.2 shows a simplified memory interface block diagram, the inter-
face timing parameters of tDS/tDH, tDQSQ and tDQSS are defined between
DQS and DQ or DQS and CLK in the memory system. The delay between two
paths needs to match perfectly to have a maximum data valid window since
the delay mismatch directly degrades the timing parameters. The amount of
the delay mismatch indicates the required minimum timing margin to capture
the valid data. Thus, measuring the delay difference is an effective way to test
the I/O timings. If the measured delay is smaller than the given timing spec-







On-Chip Measure delay difference !
Figure 5.3: Basic idea of the delay line based timing sampler
Thus, the basic idea of our work is to measure a delay difference be-
tween DQ and DQS. Figure 5.3 is a simplified diagram explaining the basic
idea. While DQ and DQS are passing through from the I/O pins to the internal
circuitry, a delay mismatch between DQ and DQS occurs due to uncertainties
such as a path tree mismatch, crosstalk, and power noise etc. The delay mis-
match directly affects the timing parameters, and thus we measure the delay
difference between DQ and DQS at the inputs of I/O registers. Moreover,
for effective DDR timing test, the delay measurement is performed for both
the rising and falling transitions from DQ to DQD or DQS to DQSD. The
strengthes of using the delay measurement method are that there is no re-
quirement for a phase-alignment circuit to generate any complex test timings
and test vectors.
Another issue for testing memory I/O timings is to implement a wide
delay range to test tDQSS parameter. As shown in Table 5.1, tDQSS is speci-
fied based on the operating clock frequency (tCK) such as ‘±0.25 tCK’. Thus,
we need to implement larger delays to test the parameter. In general, most
computer systems want the adjacent memory devices to operate in a wide
frequency range. Thus, the on-chip test circuits need to implement the wider
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delay ranges at lower frequencies because it is a frequency-based parameter.
Besides, the combinational logic delays between DQS and DQSD can be over
‘1.0 tCK’ because of the long placement and routing of I/O circuitry when the
chip size is large. Accordingly, we need to consider the wider control range for
the delay measurement to increase the test coverage. Thus, we propose the
modified scheme of the PDCG by combining the fixed delay and the variable
delay. However, in general, as the dynamic range is wider, the area overhead
is higher. Therefore, the modified PDCG needs to have a trade-off between
low hardware overhead and wide dynamic range.












Figure 5.4: Delay measurement using PDCG
Figure 5.4 shows our overall architecture to test interface timings us-
ing the delay line based timing sampler. Using PDCG, the capture signal
is generated with a certain delay with respect to the start signal. We then
measure the time delay between DQD and DQSD where DQD and DQSD are
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the propagated signals from the I/O pins. For the circuit, we utilized the on-
chip programmable capture presented in [62] and revised to apply for memory
I/O timing tests. In the next section, we describe the detail structures and
functions of PDCG.





















Figure 5.5: Programmable dual-capture generator
We present a scheme to test the interface timing parameters using the
delay measurement method. The technique measures the delay from a launch
signal to a capture signal. The capture signal is precisely controlled to measure
the delay with a high resolution. The resolution can be arbitrarily changed
and is not limited by the external clock frequency. Accordingly, we can test
the high speed interface timing with a low-cost tester. The technique also
measures the propagation delays for both the rising and falling transitions of
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the launch and capture signals. We read out the delay value by incorporating
the generated capture signal in the ac-scan test method as shown in the pre-
vious work of [62]. Therefore, we only focus on the on-chip signal generation
method. The schematic of the PDCG is shown in Figure 5.5. The ‘Start’ signal
initiates the circuit operation and ‘Capture’ is the delayed signal with respect
to ‘Start’. After the delay control procedure is completed, the rising or the
falling transition on ‘Start’ signal is propagated to ‘Capture’ signal with the
programmable delay. The PDCG is applied to test the interface timing param-
eters in the memory system. Thus, we measure the delay difference between
DQ and DQS paths. DQ or DQS is to be ‘Start’ signal and DQD or DQSD is
to be ‘Capture’ signal during the delay measurement. The PDCG consists of
the coarse and the fine blocks. Each block includes the delay buffers and the
control circuitry using the scannable flip-flops. The two-level control method
using the coarse and the fine delay buffers increases the dynamic delay range
and the test resolution. Each output node of the coarse delay buffers and
the scannable flip-flops is connected to both NMOS and PMOS transistors.
The novel dual-capture is operated by this structure. The ‘Z’ signal coming
from the coarse block is transferred to the fine block. The fine block precisely
adjusts the total delay using a smaller delay unit. The total delay between
‘Start’ and ‘Capture’ is programmed using a series of scannable flip-flops that
generate the one-hot code. The sequence order of the one-hot code determines
the amount of delay. The ‘SIN L’ and ‘SIN H’ signals independently control
the rising and falling delays. In the DDR operations, duty distortions likely
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occur due to the mismatches caused by capacitive loadings and cross-talk. Us-
ing the dual-capture method, we effectively detect the delay difference which
occurs between DQ and DQS paths due to the duty distortions.














Voltage Controlled Oscillator & Initialization Logics
P1 P2 P7 P8
RST
Figure 5.6: Modified PDCG
The PDCG has a reasonable dynamic delay range by combining the
coarse delay and the fine delay buffers. However, the dynamic range cannot be
large enough in some cases. Most computer systems want the memory devices
to operate in a wide frequency range. For instance, for the DDR2 memory,
the operating frequency range of 200 MHz to 533 MHz is specified [1]. In such
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a case, we need the on-chip signal generator with the wide operating range
for testing the system with a high test coverage. Especially, tDQSS, one of
the interface timing parameters in the memory system, is defined based on
tCK. Thus, the dynamic range of the PCDG cannot be good enough to test
the frequency-based parameter. Therefore, we propose the modified PDCG
(MPDCG) to increase the dynamic delay range. The schematic is presented
in Figure 5.6. The MPDCG uses the VCO instead of the coarse delay buffers.
Q1 Q6 Q3 Q8











(a) Voltage controlled oscillator
Q8Q1
(b) Octal phase generation
Figure 5.7: Signal generator
Using the VCO, we implement the variable coarse delay block with a small
number of inverters. The number of the coarse delay units is the same as the
PDCG for the low hardware overhead. The VCO operating frequency, tCKvco,
determines the coarse delay range of the MPDCG. The total dynamic range is
decided by combining the delay ranges of the coarse and the fine blocks. The
tCKvco is controlled by the VCO control voltage regardless of the system clock
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frequency, tCK. Thus, the technique is not limited by the tester. The schematic
of VCO is shown in Figure 5.7(a). The VCO is a pseudo differential type with
the feedback inverters [7]. It produces octal phases of four differential pairs




(a) Coarse delay unit
A O
NB3 NB2 NB1
N3 N2 N1 N3 N2 N1
NB3 NB2 NB1
(b) Fine delay unit
Figure 5.8: Coarse and fine delay units
current-starved type shown in Figure 5.8(a) [14]. The unit delay cell consists
of PMOS and NMOS current sources, and the delay is controlled by Pbias and
Vctrl. Pbias is produced by Vctrl. Thus, the VCO operating frequency, tCKvco, is
managed by the control voltage, Vctrl. Since the VCO produces octal phases,
each coarse delay is ‘0.125 tCKvco’. Therefore, the coarse block implements
the delays in the wide range with the coarse resolution. The fine delay unit
is implemented using a segmented-type driver to present a smaller delay and
a higher resolution. The fine delay unit is controlled by the code values of
N1, N2, and N3. The resolution of the delay measurement is determined by
the unit delay of the fine delay block. The number of delay cells selected by
the scannable control signal determines the total delay value. As a result, the
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MPDCG has the low area overhead comparable to the PDCG but has a wider
dynamic delay range.
5.3.4 Timing Operations
In this section we explain the overall timing operations including the
initialization procedure. Figure 5.6 shows that the initialization logic is imple-
mented to make the control easier and prevent a malfunction. Since the initial
values at each output node of VCO are random, any phase of ‘Q1’ to ‘Q8’ can
be produced first. Thus, the sequence order of the generated octal phases can
be variable. The phase variability can initially cause a random coarse delay
and thus give rise to an abrupt delay change. To solve this issue, before the
delay measurement, we need an additional calibration process to correlate the
sequence orders between the phase and the scannable control signals. By using
the on-chip initialization logic, we prevent any extra test time. Additionally,
the initialization procedure is required to set the operating period of ‘Start’
and ‘Capture’ signals to prevent conflicts between the control signals propa-
gating through the scannable flip-flops and the phase signals generating by the
VCO. The schematic of the initialization logic is presented in Figure 5.9. The
basic idea is that the phases of ‘Q1’ to ‘Q8’ should be sequentially produced.
Accordingly, the ‘Q1’ should be generated first and the reset signals are formed
by ‘Q1’ to reset other phases. The ‘RST’ is asserted to initiate the VCO after
the scannable control signals are propagated. The ‘RQ1’ is the latched ‘Q1’

























Figure 5.9: Initialization circuits
signal is separately combined with the each phase by the AND operation. Ac-
cordingly, the newly generated phases of ‘P1’ to ‘P8’ have a zero initial state.
As can be seen in Figure 5.9, if the scannable control signal chooses the largest
delay, the ‘Capture’ signal from ‘P8’ is delayed as much as the coarse delay of
‘0.875 tCKvco’. In the case of ‘S MIN=L’, the scheme enables the additional
delay of ‘0.5 tCKvco’, which is the feature to increase the delay range.
Figure 5.10 shows the overall timing operations. The signals ‘SCLK’
and ‘SIN’ are the inputs of the scannable flip-flops. Depending on the sequence
patterns of ‘SIN’, the numbers of the coarse and the fine delay stages are
programmed. For instance, as shown in the timing diagram of Figure 5.10,
the fifth coarse delay and the second fine delay are selected by the scannable
control signal. Thus, the ‘Capture’ signal is delayed as much as the addition
of five coarse delay buffers and the two fine delay buffers. Since we set the
same controls for the rising and the falling transitions, the ‘Capture’ signal
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Figure 5.10: Timing operations
is produced with a non-symmetric duty ratio. Therefore, we can generate a
signal pattern with controllable duty ratio.
5.3.5 Post-silicon Timing Validation
The interface timings are affected by various uncertain factors such
as power supply noise, crosstalk, impedance mismatch, and the capacitive
loadings. The uncertainties cause delay variations, data skews, and duty cycle
distortion, which affect critically the timing parameters. Thus, the timings
need to be validated under all possible conditions. However, modeling the
relationship between the uncertain factors and timing failures is intractable
because of their complex interactions and the uncertain root causes of the
failures. On the other hand, the relative delay variation between data and clock
paths is more important than the delay variation at each path in the source-
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synchronous interface. Therefore, the relative delay measurement between
data and clock paths can be a good solution instead of using complicated test
vectors. The measurement can be performed while the ‘Capture’ signal is
controlled step by step until the timing specifications are met. The measured
delay is compared with the estimated value and thus we validate the timing
relationship between data and clock. In [52], a method to measure the path
delay using scan chains was proposed for the design validation. However,
the scheme needs to be inserted between the combinational logic and thus
causes extra routing overhead. Moreover, it cannot detect the timing failures
due to variations on the clock skew. On the contrary, the proposed PDCG
technique works with lower hardware overhead. It also detects the timing
failures due to data and clock skews. Moreover, the technique measures the
timing margin by comparing the measured delay with the reference value given
by the specifications. Additionally, we validate the timing failures between
two paths due to duty cycle distortions by sweeping the ‘Capture’ signal with
different controls for the rising and falling transitions.
5.4 Simulation Results
We have implemented the PDCG and MPDCG using the 0.18 µm
CMOS process. In the PDCG, the delay between ‘Start’ and ‘Capture’ is
measured. The total propagation delay, Td,PDCG, is determined by combining
the coarse delay, tci , and the fine delay, tfj, k. Therefore, Td,PDCG, is obtained
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by Equation (5.1),
Td,PDCG = tci + tfj, k + toffset (5.1)
tci = i × tcp; tfj, k = j × k × tfp;
i = [1, Nc], j = [1, Nf1], k = [1, Nf2]
where toffset is the constant offset delay due to the capacitance loadings. tcp is
the one coarse unit delay and tfp is the one fine unit delay of the segmented-
type driver. Nc and Nf1 are the numbers of the coarse and the fine delay units,
respectively. Nf2 is the segmented number per one fine delay unit. i, j, and k
are the programmed numbers of the coarse delay block, the fine delay block,
and the segmented-type driver, respectively. For the MPDCG, Td,MPDCG is
(a) VCO operating range (b) Monte-Carlo simulation
Figure 5.11: Signal generator simulation results
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similarly represented by Equation (5.2).
Td,MPDCG = tci + tfj, k + toffset (5.2)
tci = (i− 1) × tcm; tfj, k = j × k × tfm;







The values Nvco and fvco indicate the number of VCO delay stages and the
VCO operating frequency, respectively. ID is the current flowing in the coarse
UD and Ctot is the output capacitance at each node. tcm is the variable VCO
unit delay that enables the wide dynamic delay range. tfm is set to the same
value as tfp. For both PDCG and MPDCG, Nc, Nf1, and Nf2 are selected to
8, 3, and 3 stages, respectively. Since the MPDCG is the extended scheme of
PDCG, the simulation results of MPDCG are shown in this section. For the
coarse delay, the VCO simulation results are shown in Figure 5.11. As can
be seen, the VCO operating range is from 250 MHz to 1 GHz. The range is
determined by the timing specifications of the system that we want to test.
Thus, the minimum value of the coarse delay unit is ‘0.125 tCKvco’, which is
125 ps. Figure 5.12 shows the simulated waveform of the coarse delay block.
The output of the coarse block, ‘Z’, is delayed as much as ‘0.25 tCKvco’, 250
ps, by selecting the ‘P3’ phase. Therefore, 125 ps is the coarse test resolution.
However, in reality, the actual resolution is highly dependent on the process
variations. The delay variations of data and clock paths can be changed with
the same or the opposite directions. Therefore, Monte Carlo simulations are
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Figure 5.12: Simulated waveform
performed to consider the process variations during the design. Based on the
variability simulations, the number of the delay stages and the buffer sizes can
be optimally selected. Figure 5.13 shows the Monte Carlo simulation results for
the delay variations. The simulation results present the statistical distribution
of the total delay depending on the programmable coarse and the fine delay
controls. For the coarse delay block, we show the delay changes as Vctrl is
changed. Figure 5.13(a) shows that the delays are linearly changed depending
on the VCO frequency. As presented in Equation (5.2), tc3 indicates the third
stage of the coarse delay block, and tf1,3, tf2,3, and tf3,3 indicate the third
segmented-type driver at each fine delay unit. The total delays are shown
according to the each programmable coarse and fine controls. When tc3 is
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(a) Frequency vs. Total delay
(b) Total delay (@tCKvco = 1 ns)
Figure 5.13: Delay variation simulation
applied, where tCKvco is 2.5 ns, the total delay is around 750 ps by adding the
average coarse delay of 625 ps and the coarse offset delay of 125 ps. When tf1,3
is applied, the total delay of around 890 ps is obtained by adding the coarse
delay of 750 ps, the fine delay of 60 ps, and the fine offset delay of 80ps. tf1,3,
tf2,3, and tf3,3 are the results of adding 3, 6, and 9 fine delay units, respectively,
where the fine delay unit is 20 ps. Thus, the test resolution is 20 ps but it can
be higher with the scaling of the technology node. Figure 5.13(b) shows the
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total delay distribution where tCKvco is 1 ns. Because of the offset delay of
205 ps (toffset), the minimum delay is limited to ‘toffset + 20 ps’. Therefore, the
dynamic delay range (DR) is determined by the minimum and the maximum
values of Td,MPDCG, and thus we achieve the DR as the following Equation (5.3).
DR = [DRmin, DRmax]
= [toffset + 20 ps , 0.875 tCKvco + toffset + 180 ps] (5.3)
In order to have the wider delay range, we can perform offset cancelation
by inserting the offset delay in the launch signal path. Then, by measuring
the delay from the delayed ‘Start’ to ‘Capture’ signals, we can cancel the
offset delay. However, this increases the area overhead. Figure 5.14 shows the
Figure 5.14: Layout
0.18-µm CMOS layout (98 µm × 70 µm) of the PDCG to estimate overall
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hardware overhead. If we apply the proposed PDCG to test the interface
timing parameters in the memory device, the area overhead of the test circuit
is under 1% since the VCO and the initialization logic can be shared for testing
all DQ timings. Therefore, we obtain the advantage of low area overhead by
using the delay measurement method.
5.5 Conclusion
The limitations on the clock frequencies and the accuracy of external
testers are especially critical for testing high speed interface timing parameters.
A programmable on-chip dual-capture signal generator is presented to solve the
issues. A technique which generates the arbitrary capture signal (regardless
of the external test clock) is used for the I/O timing tests. The technique
measures the delay difference between data and clock paths instead of using
complicated test vectors. The delays of ‘20 ps’ to ‘0.875 tCKvco + 180 ps’ can
be measured with the 20 ps resolution. The tCK-based delay range enables
the timing tests in the wide operating range. The feature also increases the
testability for the frequency-based parameters and long-delay paths. The test
results obtained by the delay measurements and the comparisons decide the
timing pass or fail decision, and thus find the timing margin.
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Chapter 6
On-Chip Small Timing Error Detection for
High-Speed Parallel I/O Timing Tests
6.1 Introduction
The delay-line based timing measurement circuits have a capability to
measure the time delay with high resolution. The capability of measuring
the minimum delay is, however, constrained by an offset delay due to the
internal capacitances of the measurement circuits. On the other hand, with
the increasing data rates, the timing specifications become tighter and the
delay mismatches may be in a sub-nanosecond or sub-picosecond range, and
hence we need to detect the small timing errors. We could remove the side
effect due to the offset delay by adding dummy delays to compensate the
offset delay between data and clock paths. However, the additional circuitry
increase the PVT variations, which increase timing variations and decrease
test accuracy. Moreover, this method requires a longer test time especially for
testing the tCK-based timing parameters. To avoid these issues, this chapter
presents a method measuring the path delay difference between two paths
instead of measuring the time delay between data and strobe at the destination.
Regardless of the system operating frequency, the time delay between data and
strobe paths is maintained. Thus, we do not need to generate a wide delay
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range to measure the path delay and also this method keeps a steady test time
for testing the tCK-based timing parameters.
The data and strobe signals are transferring in parallel for the source
synchronous memory interfaces, and thus the path delay is very small if there
are no critical design errors. To detect the path delay difference, we first mea-
sure the time delays between data and strobe at the source and the destination,
respectively, and then compare the time delays to detect the path delay mis-
match. Another issue is that all the I/O circuits are distributed over the chip
and so it is hard to detect the path delay. Therefore, this chapter presents a
digital assisted path delay mismatch detector [35]. This scheme converts the
time delay to a pulse and then the I/O timing parameters are digitally calcu-
lated using a time-to-voltage converter and analog-to-digital converter (ADC).
The ADC is necessary to develop a complete system-level test and obtain a
low-cost test method. To decrease the area overhead of ADC, we present a
novel calibration method to control the input range of ADC.
6.2 Design Methodology
In source-synchronous interfaces, the data and clock paths are designed
to match. Thus, the delay mismatch between DQ and DQS is ideally zero.
However, unlike the DQ path, the DQS path has a tree structure for clocking
each DQ. Due to the different capacitive loadings on DQ and DQS path, there
is a delay mismatch. Moreover, factors like process variations, crosstalk, Inter-
Symbol Interference (ISI), and power noise increase the delay variation. The
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amount of mismatch between two paths directly affects the interface timing
parameters. Our goal is to measure the delay difference between data and
clock paths directly instead of sweeping the data-strobe with respect to the
data. The technique achieves high test coverage without having to generate
many data patterns required for strobe-scanning method. It also has a shorter
test time compared with the strobe-scanning method. Additionally, it does
not require a high performance ATE or circuits with large area overhead for
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Figure 6.1: Basic idea for path delay mismatch detection
Figure 6.1 explains the basic idea of this delay mismatch detection
method. While DQ and DQS are transferring from the source to the desti-
nation in the internal interface circuitry, a delay mismatch between DQ and
DQS occurs. We generate a pulse with a certain pulse width at the source,
and measure the pulse width variation at the destination occurred by the delay
mismatches between DQ and DQS. The strength of this method is to have a
steady test time regardless of the operating clock frequency. In the previous
methods [32, 33], in case of the tCK-based timing parameter, tDQSS, we need
to implement a wide delay range. On the other hand, this method does not
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require a wide delay range because we detect only the delay difference between
DQ and DQS or DQS and CLK.
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Figure 6.2: Delay mismatch detection method
Figure 6.2 shows the delay mismatch detector to generate delay and
convert it into digital signal compatible with low cost ATE. Using the proposed
scheme, we measure each delay difference at the source and the destination
of data and clock paths to detect the delay mismatch. The scheme consists
of the programmable pulse generator (PPG), the pulse-to-voltage converter
(PVC), and finally an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The programmable
pulse generator (PPG) combines the programmable capture generator (PCG)
and the pulse converter. We use a PCG similar to [62]. However, unlike [62],
we insert pull up transistors for testability of the rising and the falling tran-
sitions. Also, this PCG does not need to be controlled precisely. The PCG
generates a programmable timing interval between data and clock by adjusting
the output of the PCG. We then convert the delay difference to pulse width
using pulse converter. As shown in Figure 6.2, the PCG is triggered by the
‘Start’ signal, and the ‘Capture’ signal is generated with the programmable
delay with respect to the ‘Start’. The delay difference between ‘Start’ and
‘Capture’ is converted to a pulse using the pulse converter. The pulse width
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is thus controlled by the programmable capture time. The pulse width is con-
verted to a voltage using the PVC, and ADC is used to obtain digital value
of voltage. This makes this method compatible with low-cost ATE. A good
resolution ADC can have large area overhead. We present a novel calibration
method for input range of ADC to reduce the area overhead. Calibration of
ADC makes the conversion range narrower. Since the programmable range
of the pulse width is determined by the given timing specifications, the ADC
input range is known. So, we adaptively calibrate the input range according
to the reference timing specification.
6.3 Digital Assisted Path Delay Mismatch Detector











Figure 6.3: Circuit under test for delay mismatch detection
We model a circuit under test (CUT) shown in Figure 6.3 to apply the
on-chip delay mismatch detector to test the interface timing parameters. The
DQ and DQS are the source signals, and DQD and DQSD are the destination
signals. The CUT has models of DQ and DQS paths to test the data setup and
hold times in the DDR memory device. The two paths are designed to have the
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same delay from the I/O pads to the data register. The amount of mismatch
from the source to the destination needs to be measured to check if the timing
specification between DQ and DQS is satisfied. For the measurement, we
compare each delay difference between DQ and DQS paths at the source and
the destination by incorporating our scheme into the CUT unit. The overall
 Programmable
Pulse Generator
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under test start
capture
Figure 6.4: Overall structure for on-chip path delay mismatch detector
on-chip path delay mismatch detector design is shown in Figure 6.4. During the
test, ATE generates the input signal DQ. DQ is the ‘Start’ signal of the PCG.
DQS is the ‘Capture’ signal generated in the PCG. Therefore, the PCG used at
the source produces the programmable delay between DQ and DQS. Thus, the
PPG at the source generates the programmable pulse width that indicates the
delay between DQ and DQS. The delay difference at the source is controlled by
the programmable delay. The DQ and DQS are propagated to the destination
data register. The delay variation between DQD and DQSD is converted to a
pulse using the pulse converter. The difference between each pulse width at
the source and the destination indicates the amount of mismatch. We convert
the pulse width to the corresponding voltage level which are digitally read out
using ADC. This makes our design compatible with low cost ATE. We also
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measure the timing margin by comparing the amount of mismatch from the
given timing specification. Using the PCG, the delay between DQ and DQS
is set to the timing specification defined in the data sheet such as [1]. The
generated pulse width at source is the reference value which is compared with
the pulse width at destination. The difference gives the timing margin between
DQ and DQS. A novel input rage calibration method for ADC is presented
to keep the ADC cost low. The detailed descriptions of all sub-circuits and
algorithm are presented in following subsections.
6.3.2 Programmable Pulse Generator
As shown in Figure 6.2, the PPG consists of the PCG and the pulse con-
verter. The schematic of the PCG is shown in Figure 6.5. The PCG generates
the ‘Capture’ with the programmable delay with respect to the ‘Start’. The
programmable delay is set by the control signals of the unit delay (UD) and the
scannable flip-flops. The number of the unit delay selected is determined by
one-hot sequence ‘SIN’. The unit delay is implemented using a segmented-type
driver [14] as shown in Figure 6.5(b). Thus, it is more precisely controlled by
the codes of N1, N2, and N3. The codes of P1, P2, and P3 are the inverted sig-
nals of the N1, N2, and N3. Thus, the two-level delay control is designed with
lesser area overhead compared to the PCG [62]. The delay between ‘Start’ and
‘Capture’ is kept arbitrary or pre-defined depending on the test purpose. If
the goal is to measure the amount of mismatch between data and clock paths,
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Figure 6.5: Programmable delay generator
timing margin, the delay is determined by the given timing specifications. In
general, because of the combinational logic delays between the source and the
destination of the interface signals, we need to compare the signals generated
at different timings to detect the timing mismatch. Therefore, we convert the
delays to pulses to compare the delay differences produced at different timings.
The pulse converter is implemented as shown in Figure 6.6. It consists of the
rising edge detectors and the SR latch. The rising edge detector produces a
signal with the pulse width of three inverter delays. The SR latch simply forms
the pulse width corresponding to the delay between ‘Start’ and ‘Capture’. On
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Figure 6.6: Pulse converter
the other hand, the propagation delays of the ‘Set’ and ‘Reset’ operations of
the SR latch are not the same, and thus the generated pulse width is less than
the actual delay between ‘Start’ and ‘Capture’. The non-symmetrical charac-
teristics of the SR latch is not a problem for the test circuit. This is because
we measure the relative delay difference at the source and the destination by
using the same pulse converter at both ends. As a result, the PPG combining
the PCG and the pulse converter is used at the source and only the pulse
converter is used at the destination. The pulse widths formed by the first and
the second pulse converters are compared to detect the amount of mismatch
or the timing margin.
6.3.3 Pulse-to-Voltage Converter
The pulse widths generated at the source and the destination are con-
verted to voltage levels to measure the pulse difference. For this operation,
the PVC is implemented as shown in Figure 6.7(a). It consists of the current
steering logic and the capacitor. The generated pulse, UP, increases the volt-
age across the capacitor after the pulse switches on. Thus, the output voltage
















Figure 6.7: Pulse-to-voltage converter
As the pulse width becomes narrower, the output voltage level becomes lower.
We also define Vinit as the initial voltage level of Vdq to have the same initial
level at the beginning of each test. Moreover, the voltage-level range can be
calculated since we can estimate the range of UP pulse. Thus, C, the capacitor
value, is also determined by the Equation (6.1) during the design. The capac-
itor needs to be fully charged to Vdq during the pulse period. Accordingly,
the capacitor value is determined by the pulse width of UP and the maximum
variation between Vinit and Vdq. Therefore, we need to consider the maximum




, ∆Vmax = ∆tPWmax/C (6.1)
Vdq, max = Vinit + ∆Vmax
Figure 6.8 shows the timing diagram for the circuit operations. The
Vref is the reference value generated by the given timing specification. Vs is
generated using DQ and DQS signals at the source. Vd is produced using DQD











Figure 6.8: Timing Diagram
and their differences are measured using the ADC.
6.3.4 Analog-to-Digital Converter with Calibration
The ADC is used to read out the test results digitally which makes it
compatible with low cost ATE. The ADC structure is shown in Figure 6.9(b).
We use a flash ADC because of its simple structure. The flash ADC consists of
a bias generator, a resistor ladder, differential amplifiers, comparators, latches,
and an encoder [7]. However, it consumes large area and power to achieve high
resolution because it needs 2N − 1 comparators and amplifiers, respectively,
where N is the ADC resolution.
We use a novel calibration method to reduce the number of ADC bits
without compromising high resolution. The goal of this calibration method












































Figure 6.9: Analog-to-digital converter with calibration
ADC. Vdiff indicates the pulse width difference between source and destination.
Since input pulse width (Vdiff) is known, we use it to calibrate the input range of
ADC. Figure 6.9(a) shows two ways of calibrating the input range of ADC. One
is to change Vrefl and Vrefh and the other is to change Vref. Vref is the generated
signal at source based on the given timing specification. The ADC reference
voltages of Vrefl, Vrefh and Vref are defined by the following Equation (6.2),
where Vref and the ∆Vmax are known.





Figure 6.10: Calibration flow chart
The calibration flow chart for the Vrefl and the Vrefh is described in
Figure 6.10. Vdiff lower than the Vref means that the timing specifications are
satisfied. Vrefl and Vrefh are initially set to ‘Vref±Vm’. The calibration uses the
binary search algorithm which compares Vdiff with the middle of the reference
levels. This process minimizes the difference between the reference levels and
Vdiff. At initial step, i=0, the test circuit determines the pass or fail for the
timing specifications by comparing the Vdiff with the Vref. After the decision,
the test resolution is calculated and then compared with the target resolution,
∆ttarget. If the test resolution is not within the tolerance range compared to the
target value, the reference levels are narrowed down. These steps are repeated
until the test resolution is within the tolerance range. Because of the binary
search algorithm, we obtain the target resolution with only a few calibration
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steps. After the calibration is completed, the test circuit reports the test
resolution and the ADC outputs, and then analyze the timing parameters.
Thus, we obtain the high test resolution using a small number of ADC bits.
6.4 Simulation Results
The on-chip test circuit shown in Figure 6.4 is implemented using
0.18 µm CMOS process. Transistor-level simulations using Hspice as well
as behavior-level simulations using Matlab are performed to validate the test
circuit and the calibration technique, respectively. Figure 6.11(a) shows the
programmed pulse-width, the simulation result of the PPG circuit. According
to the number of the selected unit delay, the pulse width is represented by the
following Equation (6.3),
tPW = tuk + toffset (6.3)
tuk = k × (tc+ tfj); tfj = j × tf;
k = [1, Nc], j = [1, Nf]
where tuk is the programmed delay and toffset is the constant offset delay due
to the capacitance loadings. tc is the one unit delay and tf is one segment
unit delay where Nc is the number of unit delay and Nf is the number of
segmented unit delay. For the PCG, 10 unit delay are used and each unit delay
is segmented into 3 units. According to the programmed numbers, k and j, the
programmed pulse width is shown in Figure 6.11(a) for a range from 500 ps
to 3 ns. Figure 6.11(b) shows the result of 2000-trial Monte Carlo simulations
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(a) The programmed pulse-width
(b) Pulse-width variation
Figure 6.11: Programmable pulse generator
to estimate the pulse-width variations due to intra-chip parameter variations.
The 200 ps variation for the input range of ADC is injected for its calibration.
Since we know the pulse width and its variation as shown in Figure 6.11,
our calibration technique is effectively applied. The pulse width is converted
to a voltage level to measure the test results. To validate the conversion
relationship, simulations for the PVC scheme are performed. Figure 6.12(a)
shows the relationship between tPW and Vdiff for different process corners. As
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(a) Pulse width vs. voltage level
(b) Timing failure decision
Figure 6.12: Pulse-to-voltage converter
can be seen, Vdiff is changed from 0.8 V to 1.36 V while tPW is controlled
from 1 ns to 3 ns under the typical conditions. In other words, the voltage
level variation is 0.56 V while the pulse width variation is 2 ns. Accordingly,
the conversion ratio, r, between two parameters is approximately ‘2.8 mV/10
ps ’. Since the the pulse width is linearly converted to the voltage level, the
parameterizations of the test results are available. After the conversion, Vref is
chosen to start the calibration. At the first calibration step, the timing pass
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or fail is determined by comparing Vdiff with Vref. The timings fail when Vdiff is
larger than Vref. For the simulation, we set Vref to 1.08 V, which is the middle
value of Vdiff range under the typical conditions. However, tPW and Vref can
be changed depending on the required timing specifications. Figure 6.12(b)
shows the comparison results of Vdiff and Vref, QP, to show the points where
the timing failure occurs. The difference between Vdiff and Vref indicates the
timing margin. We precisely find the difference between Vdiff and Vref through
the calibration procedure. We extract the test resolution and then compare
with the target resolution at each calibration step. The test resolutions are
calculated by equation (6.4) where i indicates the calibration step.





The resolutions are calculated as shown in Table 6.1. The ∆Vmax is changed
i ∆Vmax ∆t
1 0.8 V 88 ps
2 0.8 V 44 ps
3 0.8 V 22 ps
1 0.4 V 44 ps
2 0.4 V 22 ps
3 0.4 V 11 ps
1 0.1 V 11 ps
2 0.1 V 6 ps
3 0.1 V 3 ps
Table 6.1: Resolution calculation
by the variable reference levels during the calibration procedure. By using
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the binary search algorithm, we obtain sufficient resolution only at the third
step of calibration. Therefore, only a 4-bit flash ADC is required to measure
the test results with high resolution. After the calibration, the ADC digital
outputs, Qi, are reported and the timing margin, tMD, is parameterized using
the tPW, ∆t, and the conversion ratio as shown in the equation (6.5).
tMD = |tPW(Vref) - tPW(Vdiff)| × r × ∆t × Qi (6.5)
Using the 0.18 µm CMOS process, the chip size is ‘0.14 mm × 0.12 mm’ as
Figure 6.13: Layout




This chapter has addressed the issues of increasing test cost and time
for testing high speed source synchronous interface timings. To reduce test
time, we present a method to measure the timing parameters by detecting
a small path delay mismatch. The test methodology is based on the delay
measurement of data and clock paths instead of the strobe-scanning method.
In order to measure the memory I/O timing parameters, we detect the small
path delay mismatches between data and clock paths by comparing the time
delays at the start and the end points of two signal paths. The path delay
mismatches are calculated to obtain the I/O timing specifications. The test
results are converted to digital values using ADC, and a novel calibration
technique is presented for a low hardware overhead. Because of the predictable
ADC input range, the calibration technique is effectively applied to save both
test time and hardware overhead. We have achieved around 20 ps resolution




This dissertation deals with on-chip timing measurement methods to
target a high test quality and low manufacturing cost for testing high-speed
source synchronous DDR memory interfaces. For this goal, a built-in self-test
scheme including on-chip timing samplers was implemented and fabricated in
0.18-µm CMOS technology.
The most critical timing parameters of the DDR memory interfaces,
the input setup and hold time and the output timing skews, are calculated
using the BIST scheme. In order to effectively test these parameters, a circuit
under test was also implemented along with the on-chip measurement circuits.
The BIST scheme does not require any high speed signallings between testers
and DUT for testing the timing parameters of the CUT, which enables our
work to be compatible with low cost testing equipments. Another on-chip
measurement method, the path delay mismatch detector, was also designed
and simulated to improve testability for higher speed systems. This method
does not require any complicated test vectors and long delay lines because it
detects a small path delay mismatch between source synchronous data and
strobe paths. This scheme thus reduces test time and also keeps a steady
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test time regardless of the system operating frequency while the low hardware
overhead is maintained.
The on-chip timing measurement techniques improve the test accuracy
by avoiding external errors and enhance the test cost efficiency. Because of
these strengths, the applications for our techniques will be increasing. Some
of the future directions that can be explored are as follows.
• The increasing features of the future semiconductor market are high vol-
ume production and high levels of integration. Thus, the test methods
for the interfacing signals severely affected by external test loads or chan-
nel noises should be discussed by both design and test viewpoints. From
the beginning of design implementations, a design-for-test scheme needs
to be considered to build a system-on-chip. To complete the SoC de-
sign, a common interface standard is necessary and the test circuits for
the interfaces should also be able to characterize a variety of interface
standards.
• With the increasing high data rates, test costs take a larger portion of
IC production costs. However, lower performance testers cause more
timing uncertainties and decrease test accuracy due to low-quality test
signals. Thus, it is important to implement a design-for-test scheme
to compensate for the low performance of ATE. We can thus extend
our scheme for timing mismatch decompositions that distinguish off-chip
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and on-chip timing mismatches. This work can be done by distributing
properly the on-chip measurement circuits near critical signal paths.
• In order to decrease IC high volume production costs, a design-for-test
scheme that calibrates and compensates timing errors is desired. The
measurement results for the timing parameters can be used to calibrate
and compensate the timing errors. In future work, a digital feedback tun-
ing scheme can be combined with our current work, and this future work
should be reviewed in the beginning process of design implementation.
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